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HIGH AND LOW
Predicted low and high temp* 
eratures overnight at Kelowna 
38 ami 60. Temperatures recordr 
ed Monday 58 and 41 with .02 
Inches of rain.




GORDON ECONOMIC PROBE 
FINAL REPORT HIGHLIGHTS
N ' ' ™ .
ENGINEERS IMPRESSED WITH UNIQUE LAKE BRIDGE
OTTAWA (CP)—Highlights of 
forecasts and recommendations 
made by the Gordon royal com­
mission in its final report on 
Canada’s prospects:
Federal tax cuts, higher spend­
ing, should be used in times of 
serious unemployment.
Greatest share of Canada’s 
trade increase likely will go to­
wards the United States.
Watching work on steel tower 
during inspection tour of Oka­
nagan Lake Bridge Monday are 
some of the engineers visiting 
here with C. M. Anson (with 
light topcoat and camera in
front). president of Engineering 
Institute of Canada. Motor barge 
took inspection party across 
gap to pontoon section for first­
hand look. Others in group in­
clude. (LEFT TO RIGHT) Al­
bert Denegrie, Courier repor­
ter; David Gough (in forefront, 
with hat), chief engineer of 
bridge project: Aid. G. H. Day, 
Kamloops (behind Mr. Gough); 
Kelowna city engineer H. M.
Trueman, host to party, and 
unidentified bridge _ worker. 
Man in background, with hat, is 
H. R. Hatfield, Penticton, talk­




■ t ' • .
Top Canadian Engineers
Lake Okanagan’s $'7,500,000 
bridge—the only one of its lund 
In Canada and' believed to be 
unique on the whole North Ameri­
can continent—was given a first­
hand inspection by a group of 
engineers Monday. *
All the engineers, who were in 
Kelowna for a meeting and to 
meet and hear the national presi­
dent of the Engineering Institute
of Canada, were Impressed. C.
M. Anson, national EIC president, 
and whose home is in Sydney,
N. S., also was enthused over the 
lake bridge project.
Guiding host of the group was 
Dave Goiigh, chief bridge engin­
eer. The inspecting engineers 
were taken from the steel" span 
across the gap of water by motor 
I barge to the pontoon section.
;ion Kills 
One; Causes Wide Loss
TAYLOR, B.C. (CP) — Gaso­
line seeping 2,000 feet to where 
workers were dismantling a high­
w ay bridge was believed today 
to have formed the fuse for an 
explosion-punctuated fire Monday 
night at a petroleum tank farm 
here, taking the life of one man 
and Injuring two others,
, In rapid- succession five tanks 
containing volatile gasoline and 
diesel fuel erupted in flames at 
the McMahon plant of Pacific 
Petroleums Limited at this north­
eastern Britl.sh Columbia com­
munity. 350 miles northwest of 
Edmontpn.
The dead and injured were em 
ployecs of the firm dismantling 
the wrecked Alaska highway 
bridge across the Peace River.
John Ballem, executive assist­
ant of Pacific Petroleums, said 
In Calgary an accurate estimate
of the loss would not be avail­
able until company officials ar­
rived at the scene later today 
TANKS NOT FULL
Mr. Ballem said the five tanks 
cost about $27,000 to build. When 
full they normally hold more than 
$36,000 worth of gasoline and 
diesel fuel. But, he said, the 
tanks were not believed to be full 
at the time of . the fire.
The fierce gasoline - fed fire 
raged out of control for three 
hours before it was contained and 
allowed to burn itself out. Flames 
for a time threatened Pacific 
Petroleums’ nearby refinery and 
natural gas scrubbing plant.
George Bishop, manager of 
manufacturing at the plant, said 
the supply of natural gas to the 
B C lower mainland and the 
Okanagan Valley, fed by pipeline 
from the plants, was unaffected.
Kelowna-Westbank Ferry Well 
Up Over 1957 Eastertide
More trips were made over the 
long Easter weekend by the 
Kelowna-Westbank ferries than 
last year, and more cars were 
■ trans|X)rted, but the number of 
passengers was down from the 
19.57 total.
Easter this year eatne two 
weeks ahead of Easter, 19.57.
According to htficlal figvircs 
given out bv the local office of the 
B.C. highways department, there 
were 364 trips made by the boats
from Tlvursdny to Monday inclu­
sive, while for the same period 
over the 19.57 Easter season, there 
were 348 trips.
Superintendent B. Underwood 
said the reason for the more trips 
Is that a third boat was put into 
service Tlnir.sdny this year, while 
last year it did not go into service 
until Good Friday.
Vehicles and passengers car­
ried. with last year’s five-day 
total shown in brackets were; 
10.417 (10,384) and 15,159 (16,585).
Some of the engineers even 
descended into the bowels of one 
of the ijohtoons to see the socket 
connection that holds the pon­
toons fast to the cable secured to 
the huge concrete anchors sunk 
below the lake bed.
Mr. Gough, -who claims that 
this is his final major project 
(“I’ve retired twice now and after 
this I intend to retire for good,’’ 
said he) had to answer several 
questions posed by-Mr. Anson and 
the other engineers, most of 
whom were members of the Cen­
tral B.C. Branch of the EIC.
Mr. Gough also confirmed that 
progress on the bridge is on sche­
dule and barring unforseen major 
developments, it will be ready for 
the official opening July 15.
Included in the party of inspect­
ing engineers, besides Mr. Ansoii', 
were: A. C. M. Davy, Vancou­
ver, western field secretary of 
the EIC; W. Owen, Pentigton, 
secretary of the Central B.C. 
Branch, EIC; H. M. Trueman, 
Kelowna city engin^r and host 
of the touring party;' M. L. Wade, 
Kam’oops; H. R. Hatfield. G. 
Brockhouse, G. L. Laycock, R. A 
Barton, all of Penticton; also E 
R. Gayfcr, Penticton’s city engi­
neer, and Harry Davis, assistant 
to the Penticton city engineer.
Also here for the inspection was 
Aid. C. H. Day, delegate of 
Mayor Eltzwater of Kafnloops. 
FINISH POUflING 
Main work being done during 
the inspection of the bridge yes­
terday afternoon was the pour­
ing of concrete for the counter­
weight high up the west tower. 
(Tom Lauriente, engineer for Do­
minion Bridge Co,, said this 
morning that the work of pour­
ing had been completed by 9 
o'clock last night.)
In an interview after the Inspec­
tion, Mr. Lauriente said the lift 
span, being erected at the CNR 
wharf, was expected to be fin­
ished this week but the floating 
into position would not toko place 
for a little while yet.
First, the machine rooms atop 
the lift towers had to bo com­
pleted. This work Is being done 
now.
Also to be In.stalled will be 16 
See ENGINEERS Page 8
RETAIL BUTTER 
PRICE TO GO UP
Housewives here can expect 
to pay at least six cents more 
for a pound of butter, starting 
May 1, according to one large 
retailer.
Other retailers were not sure 
just how much a retaU price 
jump there would be as a result 
of the,.sjfccent. ittefease in . the 
support price announced from 
Ottawa Monday. But aU agreed 
there would be an increase in 
price. Average price for but­
ter now is between 70 and 72 
cents.
The new support price be­
comes effective May, 1.
Pork, which also saw an in­
crease in the support price, is 
not expected to have an imme­
diate effect on the housewife’s 
pocketbook. As one retailer put 
it, pork currently is well above 
the ceiling now.
consumption of all forms of en­
ergy.
Atlantic region r e s i d e n t s  
should be helped to move else­
where- if economic development 
there is inadequate.
“Unreasonable demands for 
domestic processing of mineral 
resources could lose foreign 
markets.
Prospects of large. - new free- 
trade moves are unlikely; Can­
ada should hold the line on 
present tariff level.
Canadian vulnerability to U.S. 
economic recessions likely will 
decrease.
Canadian agriculture should 
avoid measures that would stim­
ulate over-production and reduce 
average farm incomes.
Competing transport services 
should be helped to pay their 
own way, avoiding waste and 
duplication. •
Government "might well” open 
the Montreal market to Prairie 
oil if wider access to the U.S 
market is not achieved.
Defence spending likely wiU 
remain high, but will become a 
smaller part of total national 
expenditure.
A new national energy author­
ity should be responsible for de­
velopment, export, import and
Only the “ruthlessness of a 
Peter the Great” could plant any 
large centres of ix>pulation in the 
Canadian A r c t i c ;  many re­
sources remain to be developed 
within the provinces’ northern 
areas.
Anti-combines law should be 
modified to allow more large- 
scale, lower-cost' production.
Municipalities c o u l d  obtain 
added revenue through a charge 
for sewer service and a munici­
pal vehicle tax on an assured 
proportion - of provincial naotor 
vehicle revenue.
With a greater concentration of 
population in urban areas, more 





. OTTAWA (CP)—The National 
council of the Social Credit 
parfv will meet in Winnipeg, 
possibly within two or three 
weeks, to consider the group’s 
future.
. OTTAWA (CP)—A meeting of 
Social; Credit party members 
here today is reported consider­
ing making national leader Solon 
Low a full-time organizer as well 
as leader following obliteration 
of the group’s Commons repre- 
Sentirtion in the March 31 gen­
eral elections.
Among those attending the 
meeting was Rev. E. G. Hansell, 
62-yenr-old veteran party mem­
ber. He lost his seat of Macleod, 
Alta,, in the election after having 
represented Its since 1935.
in Farm Bug
SPOT NEWS IN BRIEF
WASHINGTON (AP) -  'Hve 
government reimrlcd todny that 
> VInUcu
f  • States rose by 2 5 , In March.
TORONTO (CP) — l.lboral 
\ d  fA'ndcr U ster B. Pearson will nd- 
' dres the Ontario IJl)ernl A.s.soci- 
ntion’s annual convention in Tor­
onto April 18.
OMAHA lAP) — A U.S, Air 
Eorce KC-135 Jet tanker landed 
at iJiJes Field In the Azores at 
7:25 a.Ill, PST tiHiny after a flight 
of 10,228 miles, a world <ll.stance 
record for Jet aircraft;
• NEW YORK (AP> -  George 
\ Jean Nnthnn, >harp-ton«iie<l dean 
of Broadway drama critics for 
m tihy  f  ear* aod assodai* of tha
OTTAWA (CP) — The main 
problem of Canadian agriculture 
in the next qiiarter-century, says 
the Gordon economic commis­
sion, will be avoiding a tendency 
toward over-production.
While finding ample scope for 
government action on agricul­
tural problems in the future, the 
commission in its final report is­
sued today warned against “ any 
and every measure that might 
stimulate the tendency toward 
over-production and, in conse­
quence, depress average Incomes 
of Canadian farmers.” - 
It envisaged external demand 
forCanada’s agriculture products 
declining in importance between 
now and 1980 while the home 
market takes on increasing Im 
portnnee.
d em a n d  to  r is e
Domestic demand for Canadian 
farmers’ p r o d u c t s  “will rise 
fairly steadily and will determine 
the growth and changing struc 
turc of Canadian agriculture.” 
Demand for livestock and live
stock products would be greater 
than for any other farm com­
modities. There would be little 
development of new land.
The commission questioned the 
value of indefinitely continuing 
government payments to agricul­
ture that either directly or Indi­
rectly would perpetuate uneco­
nomic farming.
On price supports. It .suggests 
that in some cases deficiency 
payments might be preferable to 
government purchase of surplus 
products. Problems of govern­
ment storing and disposing of 
surplus products would thus be 
avoided and producers wouldsee 
how much their products bring 
on the open market. But defi­
ciency payments might not be 
preferred to direct price supports 
in every case.
While favoring the general 
marketing methods of the Cana­
dian wheat board, the commis­
sion doubted that its procedures 
are “ fully adequate” to deal with 
See FARMERS Page 8
Reports Foreign 
Control Growing
By HAROLD MORRISON 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
OTTAWA (C P)—Canada, in expanding and amassinj 
great wealth in the next quarter-century, may find her cconomj 
bound more tightly with the United States than ever before.
So concludes the Gordon royal commission on Canada’i 
economic prospects in its 300,000-word final report made pub* 
lie Monday. It is a document warning of dangers of unemploy* 
ment, inflation, shrinking overseas markets and foreign control, 
but building hopes of rising incomes and population and a pos* 
sible tripling of national production.
The commission kept to its original 25-ycar forecasts mad8 
in the preliminary report oManiiary, 1957— of a population in* 
creasing by some 10,000,000 to 2'7,000,000; of national pro* 
duction of goods and services tripling to $75,(KX),000,000; ol 
Canadians swarming to cities so that only about 20 per cent ol 
the population would be left in rural areas.
In a new section dealing with the north, it said “ the ruth* 
lessness of a Peter the Great” would be required to plant any 
large centres of population there although there would be “im* 
portant economic developments” in the area.
And it added to the sweep of its studies, encompassing pros* 
pects for-world trade and the use of fiscal machinery to avmd 
economic bumps and recommending that Canada hold her tariff. 
line. Efforts of the U.S. to reduce tariffs had slowed almost, to  
a halt and Canada should not look for any big new frec’tradoi 
moves, '
MAIN HOPE IN UNITED STATES 
“If the U.S. finds it almost impossible to further liberalizo 
its commercial policy, we d®ubt whether much progress can bo 
expected from other countries.”
Yet it was in the U.S.— and not in Britain—that Canada’s 
main hopes lay for expanding her exports, the commission said. 
Because of American deficiencies and shortages, it predicted a  
growing market there for Canadian industrial raw materials* 
adding impetus for expansion of Canadian mines and explora­
tion for new minerals and metals.
But it warned also of growing American control over Can­
adian industry and proposed ways of lessening this growth. I t 
urged that steps be taken to keep Canada’s chartered banks add 
life insurance companies out of foreign hands 
“ . . . Th e r e  seems little reason 
to expect that the current trend 
towards greater U.S. control of 
some of our fastest growing in­
dustries is likely to be reversed 
unless there is a change in pres­
ent corporate practices or gov­
ernment policies.”
In sketching the possible shape 
of Canada’s economic future, the 
five-man commission sugge.sted 
the labor force may well double 
and reach 10,000,000 by 1980, Na­
tional Income in 1980 may be 
three times as large as In 1955, 
the base forecast year.
“ In 1951, 62 per cent of the pop­
ulation l i v e d  In metropolitan 
areas or in other cities, towns or 
villages with more than 1,000 peo­
ple. By 1980, that proportion may 
rise to 80 per cent.
“Over the same period the pro­
portion of the population living in
metropolitan and urban areas of 
more than 100,000 may rise from 
36 per cent to 56 per cent. Not 
only will population grow faster 
in urban than in rural area's, it 
will also be increasingly concen­
trated in the larger metropolitan 
centres.
“By 1980 both Montreal and 
Toronto may have grown to be 
cities of between 2,500,000 and 
3,000,000 and Vancouver may be 
a city of almost 1,500,000.
“The process of urbanization 
will call for heavy expenditures 
on housing, streets and highways, 
schools, hospitals and other facil­
ities of that kind. Expenditures i. 
on the various forms of social 
capital may well total 1100,000,- 
000,000 or more over the period, 
without making allowance for 
price changes."
Teachers' Federation Right 
To Be Restored -  Peterson
late II. L. Mencken, died today 
at 7G.
WASHINGTON (AP) -  Prcsl 
dent Elsc'iihowcr today challenged 
Nikita Khrushchev to go beyond 
a mere end to nuclear testing 
and accept deiwndable super­
vised disarmament "if the Soviet 
Union Is ns peace-loving ns it 
profcs3e.s."
HAVANA (AP) — Tlio Cuban 
government wants all U.S. cor- 
re.Hpondcnts to gel but and stay 
out of Santiago ue Cuba, the cn|>- 
llnl of relwlUuos Orlcnto prov- 
iiice, tlu? U.S. Embassy said to­
day. Six U.S. coTresimndents 
were Imprisoned In Santiago since 




Mrs. Recnn Pettman, wife of 
Harold Pettman, 228 Lake Ave,, 
and n prominent member of the 
community, died unexpectedly 
late this morning at the local 
hospital. She was in her early 
40’s.
An employee* of the water 
rlght.s branch In the provincial 
building, she wgs taken to hos­
pital yesterday. Besides her hus­
band, she also leaves two chll- 
dien, and her parents, Mr, and 
Mrs, Howard Ryan, 1848 River­
side Ave, (More complete de­
tails, giving the funeral arrange- 
mcnla, will be carried In Wed­
nesday’s Courier.)
CANADA'S HIGH 
. . . AND LOW
WINNIPEG-RRANDOM - «6 
NORIl l̂ DAT____ It
VANCOUVER (CP) — Educa­
tion Minister Lcs Peterson has 
promised he will restore conlpul- 
sory membership by teachers in 
the B.C. 'reachers Federation 
when outstanding wage disputes 
in 25 school districts have been 
settled. I
A regulation requiring all 
teacher,s to join the federation 
was suspended by llio govern­
ment when teachers ’ threatened 
to blacklist some school districts 
which didn't reach ngreetpents
“ Professional, privileges In 
volve professional responslblll 
tics. In my oplnln, no profes 
slonal group has the right to with 
hold c.ssentlal services from the 
public J)ocnusc of some disagreo- 
ment with a third party,” Mr. 
Pcter.son told 700 delegates f(t the 
federation's niinual convention 
Monday.
, “Tlie teaching profes.slort Is re- 
simnslble for providing essential 
sejivlces to the cl^lldrcn of this 
province and. In the public mind, 
(allure to discharge this respon­
sibility fully Is an unprofessional 
net.” ,,'
Mr. Peterson said the govern­
ment fU8|)cnded ' compulsory 
mcmlMurshJĵ  fa Um (ederatloa b**
cause it could have been accused 
of taking sides In the dispute if 
It continued the regulation.
VANCOUVER (CP ) The 700 
delegates at the B.C. Teachers’ 
Federation a n n u a l  convention 
were told Monaay that B.C. Is in 
danger of losing its best teachers 
unless they arc given prestige 
and salaries proiwrtlonate to 
tliolr training nnd duties.
President Mollle E. Cottlngham 
said at the opening of the four-
Close Trade Focus
day meeting: "While continuing 
to persist In the expensive goal 
of keeping every man’s child in 
school for the maximum time 
limit . . . the public loudly pro­
tests the Increasing cost of per­
sonnel to undertake this ipam- 
moth task.
, The same public makes no pro­
test at the Increasing costs) of 
other services or of chrome- 




Tax Dips, Spending will Aid Joblcs^ 
Few Prospects For Free World Trade 
Unified Transport Polky Important 
Montreal Seen Mart For Western Oil
On Page Six
Gordon Slicks To Guns On Maritimes 
Citic.s Urged To CIvnrgo For Sewage 
Community Planning Urgent Need 
jNo Largo Central Forecast Foe North
Canada’s I n c r e a s e d  wealth 
would be reflected In higher aver­
age dls|K)snblo incomes, rising by 
some 70 per cent during the 25 
years. More of the country’s eco­
nomic expansion would bo fi­
nanced by Canadian savings but 
the main outside capital would 
still come from the IJ.S., adding 
to American control over Cnnn 
dlan industry.
“Our trade, though It will bo o 
smaller part of our total eco­
nomic activity, will also be in­
creasingly focussed on the U.S.; 
nnd In general, the economic re- 
Intlonii between the two countries 
will become dvcq more closely In 
tertwined.”
Some of the fruits of Increased 
Canadian productivity would be, 
taken in forms other thain̂  money.
"Averafife weekly hOulrB of work 
will declihe and there wlH be 
more, leisure. Retirement will or­
dinarily come cnrllci* than It docs 
today: and' at the other end of 
the age scale, a higher propor­
tion of young people will defer 
litnrUng work until they have 
taken furtljer training at unlvor 
sllles nnd eliewjhci;^.”
Tliero wjll be need for more 
teachers nnd schools. University 
professors will have (o IhI given 
more pay to attract tO|>-callbro 
teachers, especially those trained 
to handle post-graduate courses.
“The probleip of providing the 
tcnclicrs nnd cducallonnl fnclll 
ties that will be required Is 
among the most preislng that wo 
Ifacc.” ' '
I  U m aommiialoa'a work wot the
most ambitious of Its kind ever 
undertaken In Canada. The huge 
forecasting Job, ordered 'by the 
former Liberal administration, 
took 2V4 years to complete.
Chairman Walter L. Gordon of 
T o r o n t o ,  an accountant who 
openly supported Liberal Leader 
Lester B. Pearson In the last 
election campaign, had with him 
these commission members:
A. E, Grnuer of Vancoover, 
[)rcsldcnt of British Columbia 
Power Corporation; Omcr Lus- 
slcr, Quebec forestry authority; 
Dr, Ray Qushuo, head of New­
foundland’s Memorial University; 
nnd Dr. Andrew Stewart, presi­
dent of the University of Alberta. 
Br. Stewart now is chairman o  ̂
the royal commission on price 
sprends sot < up by the Progres- 
slvc Conservative government.
At a press conference, Mr.Gop. 
don emphasized the relationship 
octwocn his forecasts and sound 
government policies. If the cur­
rent recession deepened Into a do* 
pression, lie said, all of bis fore­
casts would bo thrown out m  
Joint. -
Asked how he related Prim®
Minister Dlefcnbakor’s proposenl 
UF-poMrant switch Id Canadian 
imtwrts from the U.S, to Britain 
with tlio commission's predictions 
Uiat foreign trade will grow 
mainly With the U.S,, Mr. Gor­
don said moat people would lik« 
to see an Increase,In Anglo-Cana­
dian trade.
He himself had Iwen « member 
of Iho Dollar - Sterling Trad* 
Sc* NAHON GDOES P*f» S ;
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ExtentRiding Figures Reveal 
O f .Socred A lberta  Defeat
While the federal election is now History 
there has been naturally much interest in 
this provinci’ ab<)ut the results in the sister 
province of Alberta, long the bastion of the 
Social Credit party.
So complete and overwhelming was the 
complete'sweep of the Conservatives in Al­
berta that only about four of the opposition 
candidates escaped with their deposits of 
$200 which must be forfeited if they failed 
tc get half the number of votes received by 
the winning candidates.
The total Alberta vote reported on April 
2 was 433,312. Out of this the Con.servatives 
got 261,970; the Liberals 57,236; CCF 19,- 
154 and Social Credit 95,052.
Percentage wise the Conservatives got 
60.43 per cent of the popular vote in the 
heavy turnout; the Liberals got 13.21 per 
cent; the CCF only 4.42 per cent and Social 
Credit 21.94 per cent.
Last June Social Credit won 13 of the 17 
Alberta scats. Now they hold none. How­
ever only a study of the vote by constitu* 
encics indicates the true magnitude of the
U nified Transportation Policy 
Step to C om petitive  Equality
OTTAWA »CP) — A unified by the federal government to-1 run by a new charge on the pub- 
uansporlation policy tending to-wards agencies under its control.jlic treasury, 
wards competitive e q u a l i t y  the commission said it does not th,
among various carriers is rec-believe this can be achieved by 
ommended in the final report to-'some “ super transport body" 
day of the Gordon royal commis- even if there wore no constitu- 
sion on Canada’s economic pros- tional objections to it.
PERSONALLY SPEAKING
Bv THE VENERABLE P . S. CATCH POLE________
WHEN IS A GR.ADUATI: .awards »cJilch apparently have
NOT A GRADUATE? , nothing to .do with their scholns-
The answer is. of course, —'tie abilities.^These are done up in 
•when he is a British Columbia ribbon ap d , ^ e re  is applause. 
Grade Twelver'. 3i>eechcs Urd made. Someone
school boys or the head of the /tlves good advice. There bi ® 
Student Body or School r*rincipius ) Valedictorian who. presumably 
start throwing brick-bats at me, I being an outstanding student, is
loneer term weli®t me say that, as of this mo- sure to pass final cx^lnations. longer term we  ̂ as Yet no one knows whe^er the
pects.
While the commission’s propos­
als are directed primarily to rail­
ways, air transport and inland 
shipping—under federal control
it said they could apply with way and Is regulated in
Social Credit loss. In one riding a Social 
Credit majority of 4,500 last June was turned 
into a loss of 4,000; in another a 5,400 ma­
jority was turned into a loss of 8,000; in 
another maiority of 2,400 was turned into 
u loss of 18.000. And so the story went 
throughout the whole province. Indeed in 
several of the ridings the Social Credit can­
didate ran a poor third to the Liberal or 
barely squeezed past the Liberal.
From the Social Credit viewpoint, the elec 
tion was a major disaster in Alberta as in 
British Columbia. From whatever angle the 
figures are examined, there is little solace 
for the pdrty which once held the Alberta 
voters in his hands.
The only ray of sunshine that can be 
found is the argument that this was a fed­
eral election and had little bearing on pro­
vincial affairs. While this is true, its im- use, such as airfields, weather 
debatable as the fitmres dok"^ facihUes. canals
“We do, however, believe It 
can be more nearly attained if 
the authorities concerned seek to 
ensure that each form of trans- 
Dort as nearly as possible pays
equal force to the provincially- 
controlled trucking industry.
A major recommendation is 
that steps be taken — initially 
through a federal subsidy—to lift 
the “burden" on the railways 
caused by the low Crowsnest 
Pass freight rates on export- 
bound grain which remain fixed 
under a 1925 parliamentary stat­
ute.
Eventually, t h e  commission 
sugge.sted, “greater flexibility" 
could be introduced into the now- 
rigid grain rates.
PAY FOR FACILITIES 
For planes, inland shipping and 
trucks, it suggested they .should 
be made to pay a higher propor­
tion of the cost of facilities they
portance is 
suggest that voters in their thousands left 
the Social Credit party and having done so 
once, they will be more prone to do so again. 
The solid phalanx of Social Credit in Al­
berta would appear to have been pierced.
and highways.
It also proDOsed that the rail­
ways should have more freedom 
to abandon unprofitable branch 
lines and other unremunerative 
services
such a way as to prevent waste, 
duplication and uneconomic rate­
making."
OPEN REIMBURSEMENT
If for national policy reasons 
the federal government feels it 
necessary to provide transprta- 
tion at reduced rates to certain 
regions or producer interests, 
this should be done by “openly 
reimbursing t h e transportation 
enterprises involved rather than 
by imposing uneconomic rates 
which have to be recouped as 
best they can elsewhere at the 
cost of substantial misallocation 
of the country’s transport and 
other resources."
“The railways in particular 
should be allowed to earn a rea­
sonable r a t e  of return where 
their services are economically 
justifiable. . . .
“We. . .have concluded, al­
though with no little reluctance, 
that the burden imposed on the 
railways bv the statutory rate on
Over the longer ter  
would hope that greater flexilill- 
Ity could be introduced Into these 
rates by the cost reductions 
which will be effected by the (St. 
Lawrence) seaway, by improve­
ment in the world wheat situa 
tion and by the growth of live­
stock production In the Prairie 
orovinces."
GRAIK VOLUME IDOH
TTie commission said that grain 
traffic moving under the Crows­
nest rates and other rates related 
to them constitute between 27 
and 30 per cent of the railways’ 
traffic volume while producing 
less than 10 per cent of their rev­
enue
Other regulatory factors that 
had United the railways’ ability 
to comufte Included grvernment- 
directed equalization cf b a s i c 
rales costing them almost $5,00<) 
000 a ..ear, reluctance of 'he 
board of transport commissioners 
to allow abandonment of unprofit 
able lines and services, and the 
so-called “ 11-3 nile"' limiting
the object of my criticism. I have'students for whom the valetlctory
been led to believe by a school 
authority that there Is an act 
which provides for what is com­
monly teamed High School Grad­
uation. Interestingly enough, this 
function takes place before any 
student writes final examinations.
is given will not be there next 
year to do the whole thing over 
again, and perhaps—who knows? 
—;graduatc* a'second time.
We are aware that school au­
thorities arc themselves concern­
ed about what ■ this so-called
The reason 'for this arpazingjgraduation business h as^co m e.
phenomenon is, I presume, that 
there may be some ‘passing up’ 
ceremony while the pupils are 
still available. It would be diffi­
cult to hold such a function a few 
weeks after the examinations had 
been written. I might add, how­
ever, that the University of To-
I do not propose to go into de­
tails which are only too well 
known to the people of this 
school district. The school has 
got a bad name and I do not 
really think it is the school’s 
fault. It is my opinion that a 
great deal of sentimental non*
ronto holds its ‘commencement’j sense has emanated from Vic* 
only when the results of the toria. If the department of educa* 
examinations are knewn, and,tion would give a good deal more 
those attend who are able to do,thought to education and a good 
so but others do not feel that ideal less to frills, it w ^ d  be a 
they have not received their de  ̂t Kood thing. Personally Speaking, 
grees simply because they have I see no good reason for a 
not knelt before the Chancellor i‘Graduation Ceremony of any 
and heard his muttered words: kind. To show how absurd the
While saying that a "more uni-| grain traffic could bo lifted with 
fied approach” should be taken the least distortion in the short
tolls on some traffic from ea.'t 
to west.
However, the commission said, 
it was rot entirely clear that the 
railways had taken all advan­
tages possible under ■ the present 
framework, such as negotiating 
the maximum number of “agreed 
charge" contracts with individual 
shippers and joining with one an- 
ot''cr to effect common econo­
mies.
W rong  A b o u t Editors
At the Canadian Conference on Educa­
tion recently a remark was made by one of 
the speakers which made every newspaper 
editor hot under the collar, including us. 
The speaker was A. I. Hepworth, research 
director of the Canadian Brotherhood of 
Railway Employees. Speaking in the work­
shop on education for leisure, he went out 
of his way to let loose this choice remark 
regarding newspaper editors;
“The impression created by these 32-hour- 
a-week editorial writers that the 40-hour 
week is some sort of a rest cure, is not ac­
curate.”
Apart from the fact that Mr. Hepworth 
was drawing on his imagination in inferring 
that editors consider the 40-hour work week 
a rest cure, we were particularly burned up 
by his inference that editors get away with 
a 32-hour week. If there are any such edi­
tors, we have never met them, and we started 
in the newspaper business a good many years 
ago.
 ̂ The Letter-Review of Fort Erie, Ont., an 
information publication, not a fiewspaper, 
has come to the defence of the editors so
grossly maligned by Mr. Hepworth. It says: 
“The fact is that editorial writers in a vast 
majority of newspapers have a thousand and 
one other chores to do, and put in a work 
week that frequently makes the 40-hour 
week look like a picnic.”
It is probable that Mr. Hepworth has 
never been in a newspaper office and has 
no conception of the amount of work in­
volved in producing a newspaper. Working 
under constant pressure, reporters, writers 
and editors have little opportunity for 
leisure. When one task is finished, another 
is at hand, waiting attention. Unlike the 
workers in business and industry, there is no 
whistle marking 1he close of the day’s work. 
The daily deadlines force the newspaperman 
to complete each day’s labors before he 
trawls into bed at night. And at times, a 
16-hour day is nothing unusual.
Seeking to serve his community, the edi­
torial writer places no time limit on the 
number of hours he works. And even in 
normal periods, his hours of labor are well 
'oeyond the 40-hour week almost universally 
enjoyed by those in industry.
Tax D ip, Increased Spending, 
To Spike Recession -  G ordon
Admitto tc.”
What the act calls this cere­
mony In Gur high school I do not 
know. I know what I call it! I 
know that the town generally re­
fers to it by the name I have 
quoted, namely, high school 
graduation, which it simply is 
not. No student can graduate un­
til he has passed his examina­
tions and I, for one, fail to see 
any sense in putting on a flam­
boyant show until those examin­
ations have been passed. It would 
seem to me that an emphasis, 
entirely wrongly directed, is 
placed firmly in the minds of the 
studepts. They may attain the 
glory without having achieved or 
earned it. They appear in new 
suits or in beautiful dresses. 
They receive major or minor
OTTAWA (CP) — The federal 
government should reduce taxes 
and increase federal expenditures 
during times of serious unemploy­
ment, says the Gordon royal com­
mission , on Canada’s economic 
prospects.
The commission, in the final re­
port issued today, says that fight-ibudget for surpluses. In periods 
ing inflation and providing a high of recession, governments should 
volume of jobs must be the prin- be prepared to reduce taxes and 
cipal preoccupation of the federal budget for deficits.
government, not the provincial 
administrations.
In times of economic expansion 
and inflation, governments should
GORDON PREDICTS
Few Prospects For 
T ree W o rld  Trade
OTTAWA (CP) — The Gordon The commission virtually ruled
economic commission sees few 
prospects for putting world trade 
on a freer basis or finding wider 
foreign markets for Canadian 
manufactured products.
It expects the world wheat 
price, in relation to other com- 
to be depressed.
M ay Be M art For W e s t O i
’ OTTAWA (CP) — Government per cent of the gross acreage.rapid pace of exploration and de
out Canada-U.S. “reciprocity” to 
eliminate trade restrictions be­
tween the two countries.
'There was no reason to believe 
U.S. authorities would want it. 
And in Canada it “would entail 
an upheaval in the lives of a great 
many, people” working in Indus-
whole thing has become, I recall 
a fuss being made when young­
sters have left the elementary 
school to go Into junior high 
school. However, if we must have 
some functlen and It Is to have 
in its title the word ‘Graduation,* 
let it be a true title.
There are those, in this world 
who hold degrees which will not 
bear the light of investigation; 
degrees that have been, bought 
from some non-existent ‘univer­
sity’ for a fee. True graduation 
comes only to those who have 
worked and who have succeeded. 
Let there be no doubt whatever 
about this eternal truth in tha 
minds of those who have com­
pleted the portion of their edu­
cation in the high schools of this 
province.
B Y G O N E  D A Y S
S ' l f  *» survive A„encan
action to open the Montreal mar­
ket for western Canada oil may 
come about if Canadian crude is 
prevented from 'reaching its na­
tural American market, the Gor­
don economic commission says 
That possibility, outlined in the 
royal commission’s final report
under reservation or lease. Ivelopment in Canada will be
The U.S. was the most logical] maintained; 
new market for Canadian crude| “Only in this way can early 
in the next 25 years. But wider advantage betaken of this great
access to U.S. markets would not 
be easy and "in that event ‘shut- 
in’ (held) c a p a c i t y  on the 
Prairies will grow'and there will
made public today, is one of sev- be strong pressure to op<m the
cral major topics not contained 
in the commission’s preliminary 
report of January. 1957.
The report recommends the 
establishment of a national en 
ergy authority responsible for 
development, export, import and 
consumption of all forms of en­
ergy in Canada.
It calls for generous tax con-
Montreal market to crude oil 
from western Canada even at 
some sacrifice in terms of price 
to the producers."
(The Montreal market now is 
supplied by duty-free crude im- 
Dorted by tanker or by pipeline 
from Portland, Me.)
CHEAPER IN CANADA
natural resource and its exploit­
ation not left to the hazards of 
an uncertain technological future. 
Above all, it is only in this way 
that a place can be left within 
the Canadian oil industry for the 
independent Canadian produc­
ers. . . . ”
OUTPUT TO SOAR
By 1980 output of Canadian oil 
might be about 3,000,000 barrels 
a .day with some 1;600,000 being 
exported. Some 25,000,000,000 bar­
rels would be found in western
It was cheaper to produce and Canada in the next 25 years.
ces.slons to encourage invc.stmentjshin oil 'in  Canada than in the 
by Canadinhs In this country’s oil u.S. Tliis suggested it would be
to the advantage of American- 
dominated oil c o m p a n i e s  to 
widen U.S. markets for Canadian 
oil.
"On the other hand. It must be 
recognized that moves in that 
direction may well bo restrained 
by widespread reluctance across 
the border to disturb the system 
of prices that now insulates 
United States producers."
The commission said those 
companies might decide to in
and gas indu-stry. major efforts to 
find new markets for gas and oil 
and limited export to the U. S. 
of hydro-clcctnc jiower.'
The report says the Cnrindlan 
oil Industry Is suffering from 
"claustrophobin” which can be 
solved only by new markets. 
Main reason for this situation 
was that U.S. interests which 
control or own most of the in 
I dustry were reluctant to Increase 
cxiwrts to the U.S. because this
The commission predicted in-
would disturb' the high level of I crease almost indefinitely their 
prices noyf insulating Amcrlcan|f,n reserves In Canada and draw 
producers,
At the end of 19.56 more than 
85 per cent of oil refining onoa-
city in Canada was under foreign 
ownership and control, mostl.v
their supplies from reserves else 
where,
"In our opinion, however. It l.s 
clearly In the Canadian national
_ _______ __ interest that now markets bo
American. About 75 per cent of j found, Only In this way can there 
nrnven oil reserves In western be assurance that a steady and 
S S a w e r e  controlled by six of 
the largest International iietvo- 
Icum companies, which held jlO
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stalled hydro - electric capacity 
will approach 52,000,000» kilowatts 
by 1980, with about 10 per cent 
being produced by nuclear power 
Reserves of natural gas would 
increase to about 100 trillion 
cubic feet bv that year with 
about one trillion cubic feet an­
nually being available for export 
The commission saw little pros­
pect for new m arkets (or coal in 
the immediate future, However, 
coal would come into Its own 
again, .starting about 1970, as oil 
and gg.s reserves began to bo de­
pleted,
Establl.shmcnt, of an energy 
authority woulcl put Canadian 
suppliers of natural gas In a bet­
ter bargaining position. At pres­
ent some Canadian gas Is being
expecting rising price trends for 
most raw materials.” i
But it finds “grounds for con­
siderable bptimism” about Can­
ada’s future chances of exchang­
ing its raw materials for manu­
factured goods on worW markets.
. Its recommendation on tariff 
policy—similar to that in its pre­
liminary report issued 15 months 
ago—is that Canada should "hold 
the tariff line on the average at 
about its present level."
U.S. IMPETUS ENDING 
An impetus given by the United 
States toward freer trade policies 
in the world now is “virtually 
exhausted,” it said.
It urged the straightening out 
of “anomalies" in Canada’s tariff 
structure, and advised protection 
for established industries against 
Imports at “dumped prices" be­
low fair market value.
But it said Canada’s j?oal should 
continue to be establishment of 
freer world trade. Canada would 
suffer as much as any country 
from a world - wide round of 
beggar - your - neighbor" com­
petitive tariff incronses.
The commission’s prediction on 
wheat price's is based on what it 
describes as “ the world - wide 
pressure." to protect agriculture 
industries in various countries 
and build up national food pro­
grams, especially in grains.
These programs "will operate 
to limit the quantity of cereals 
entering world trade over the 
next 25 years and will tend to dc- 
>oross the international price of 
wheat relative to that of other 
commodities."
W.ARNS OF SOVIET 
It cautioned that Soviet trade 






ers)—A four-day, 50-mile “Ban 
the H-bomb” procession ended in 
a sudden explosion of violence 
as marchers forcibly silenced 
a public-address truck attacking 
them and punched its driver.
As the marchers reached their 
goal, Britain’s nuclear weapons 
research centre, the truck rolled 
ahead of them with its loud-- 
speaker blaring: “You are voting 
with'your feet for Soviet imper­
ialist domination.”
Marchers unplugged , the loud­
speaker and pulled it down. They 
rocked the truck from side to 
side, denting Its luggage com 
partment and smashing a tall 
light. The driver was plmched 
and marchers attempted to drag 
him out of the truck.
The Orlyas, natives of Orissa 
in the republic of India, trace 
their traditions back to 1,000 BG.
This form of so-called cyclical 
budgeting was advocated by Lib­
eral Leader Lester B. Pearson 
in the election campaign. Prime 
Minister Diefenbaker proposed 
$1,185,000,000 public works pro 
gram as a means of easing unem 
ployment.
TAKES LONG TIME
'The commission, headed by 
Toronto accountant Walter Gor­
don, said the trouble with public 
works is that they take a long 
time to launch. Months and even 
years of planning and co-ordin­
ation were required.
But the problem with cyclical 
budgeting was that the man on 
the street may not fully under­
stand it; "more importantly, 
whether or not he understands 
the theory, he may not like it.”
In the future, fighting inflation 
might be -1 greater problem than 
that of fighting unemployment. 
There niight have to be greater 
co-operation between fiscal and 
monetary policy. Budgets might 
have to be introduced more than 
once a year.
More work had to be done in 
the study of the business cycle 
and ways in which it could be 
evened out. A-body of experts 
should be set up—along the lines 
of President Eisenhower’s council 
of economic advisers—to inform 
the government of changes in 
economic policy that might be 
helpful "to ensure a high level 
of emnloyment without inflation.” 
COULD CAUSE INFLATION 
Inflation could be caused by 
demands of workers for pay 
boosts, the commission said. 
Workers in one strong industry 
may get increases and "seeing 
what has happened, the workers 
in such other industries demand 
that their wages be increased, 
too, even though the increase in 
nroductivity In their Industries 
may be much smaller or even 
negligible.”
“ . , . One thing Is certain. We 
shall not find the answer to the 
nroblem of Inflation by blaming 
one or other of the many groups 
and classes that together com- 
nrise what we refer to as the 
free market economy.
"This is one problem where the 
solution, if there is one, must lie 
within the . area of government 
policy- and action including Icad- 
orshln and continuing education 
in these matters.”
10 YEARS AGO 
April. 1948
William Bruce Brddin, well- 
known in Kelowna where he re­
sided for many years, and for­
mer partner of D. C. Fillmore, 
local barrister, died on Easter 
Sunday, according to word re­
ceived here. Death took place 
at the home of his mother, Mrs. 
Charles Roberts, Oakhurst, Lus- 
tleigh. South Devon. England.
A tourist booth may be open­
ed at the foot of Bernard Ave 
near the entrance of the City 
Park, by the Kelowna 'Junior 
Chamber of Commerce. Attrac 
tive pictures of the city and 
district will be on display, and 
small baskets of fruit may be 
aold.
20 YEARS AGO 
April, 1938
There will be no new Kelowna- 
Westbank ferry this year. The 
main arterial highway through 
the Interior is facing another 
busy tourist season and a hectic 
harvest period with no prospect 
of any improvement in the ferry 
situation. The word was receiv­
ed with consternation by a lunch 
eon group which included.the ex­
ecutive of the Kelowna Board of 
Trade and representative citi­
zens of Westbank, Peachland and 
West Summerland. After vigor­
ous denunciation of the Govern­
ment’s attitude of passing the 
buck had been expressed on all 
sides, plans to continue a more 
vigorous and energetic campaign 
was formulated.
30 YEARS AGO 
April. 1928
The news that Mr. Ralph H. 
Ball, son of Mr. Joseph Ball and 
a native son of Kelowna, has 
been awarded a bursary of the 
value of $750 by the N.-t'- 
Research Council, Ottawa, is 
alike gratifying to a host of
friends, who have watched the 
distinguished academic career 
of the young man with keen in­
terest, and to the community 
pride.
40 YEARS AGO 
April, 1918
Ptes A. Gibb, P. Smith, F.O. 
Bussil and Plant returned to 
Kelowna from active service 
just in time to celebrate the 
Easter season in the city. Pte 
Bussil went to* France in 1916 
and after months of active ser­
vice was invalided home with 
trench fever. Rheumatism forc­
ed Pte. Gibb from active service 
after fourteen months in France. • 
Pte. Plant was home on leave.
50 YEARS AGO 
April, 1908
Pleasant weather and the at­
tendance of over two hundred ' 
spectators made the opening of 
the Hospital on Thursday last a 
successful function. Mr. T. W. 
Stirling, president of the Hospi­
tal Society and virtual founder 
of the Hospital, opened the pro­
ceedings by a short address on 
the benefits of a hospital to the 
town and district. Religious ser­
vices followed, conducted by 
Rev. Messrs. Greene. Herdman, 
Thorpe and Wright. The hospital 
can accommodate 19 patients 
with comfort. The operating 
table and all necessary appli­
ances have been bestowed by 
Mr. T. W. Stirling. The wards 
are all completely furnished 
through the generosity of 
friends and subscribers.
CIIl hOiTU? mm if* ULMMi; • ., • , fnr birn.
sold in the U,R. at less than the î-’inmtive and piratical ior klra 
price In Canada. •-!( ' re.asons.
Vancouver Slum Clearance Plan 
Now Owner, Planner Fipht
VANCOUVER (CP) -  Van­
couver’s 20-year Blum clearance 
and re-devcloprnent plant has'bi> 
comc a dog fight between prop­
erly owners and city plunners. 
i.. Point of contention is whether 
Property shotild be rezoned now 
Into line with the ultimate |)lan, 
or when the plan Is pul loto prac­
tice. Owners claim rezonIng will 
"freeze" their property years be- 
(o»'f It is nce<lcd (nr development.
Planners say the, freeze Is es­
sential to keep down the even- 
lual cost of r^evelopment. City 
council l.s divided on the Issue, 
A public hearing will t)c held 
Aorll 2t to detenntne whether a 
will 1 Ih) , rezoned at
aacUan producers, (or ex- 
niivjle, may have to face the 
dumping in third markets of such 
comraoditios produced within the 
Soviet bloc ns lumber, asbeatos, 
coarse grains and salmon."
u !s ,A.. *15i«M l>e venr; *7,5« for 
6 months; for 3 months:
pilot area m \
once.
LARGE PLAN
A huge area is to Ik' developed 
liv the next 20 .vear.s, jointly by 
jhc ell)', provincial and federal 
governihenis. It extends from Iht 
harbor's edge, out into the city's
and west into the downtown sec­
tion, ' ,
, In December, ratcpuyers voted 
$3,600,000 as the city’s share of 
the first five-year program—the 
pilot project,,
Thl.s first area now Is zoned ns 
llglit Industrial. In rc'zonlhg, much 
of It would Iwgome residohtlnl. 
to accommodate those displaced 
by the slum elenrnnee,
Planners say that 1( people are 
allowed to build what they like, 
the til - government group will 
have to iiay much more heavily 
for the land nhd Improvements,
Proi-erty owners argue the 
"(reoze'" Isn’t fair. It prevents 
them from building, although 
they nuist continue to pnyvtnxes, 
and from selling l>ecnuse »|a one 
\Vlll buy the "frozen" pro|Huly.
'* m u s i c ; UENTlilE 
No' fgwer than 16 opera houses 
were flourishing at the same time
•InglO copy *alc# price, 5 cents, cast end, south to 33rd Avenue in Venice in the 17th century.
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BIBLE BRIEF
Let not your good be evil spok­
en of. Rom. 14:16.
Wo must make sure that our 
motives and spirit do not dis­





Make that much anticipated European 
holiday a dream come true. Let tho C.N.R. 
arrongo your overseas reservations and 
'tickels. Jusl call your nearest C.N.R. Agent, 
he’ll gladly help you plan and mako arrangements for your trip,
rSAVfl fS Ot/R RUSINfSS
' Agents for all Trans Atlantic Stonmshlp and Air Linos
C A N A 0IA H . H A TIO N A L
tot your local Elephant Brand Fertilizer dealer show you how 
to got more from your land with these high analynii prodoctn
Ammonium Phpiptiito 11-40-0 Ammonium Phoiplute-Sulphato IMM 
Ammonium Sulphato 21-0-0 Ammonium Nllrato-Phoiphoto .27-140 
Complolo Fortlllzor 10-32-10 HItroprIlli (Ammonium Nltroto) 33.8-00 
Complete Fcrtllliitr 13-10-10
For further Information ploaso see, write or c»IU ■ 
Agcnl| CNR Sfallon —• Pluono 2330 
Cllv Tlckel Office, 310 Bernard Af*.. Phone 2228
M l  O  H  A  rsi A I J Y  S I S
f e r t s u z b r s
’“ ■ ' • ' • " " ' ' i i c i i s a M i a c s i ' ' -  '
TH£ CONSOUDSTCO MIMINO SND OMEITIMO COMPSNV Of CSNAOA tlf̂ lT£C
O.C, SALES CriCE: I'!1, MAmilC PUIl-niflO, ywCOIIVC”, B,0.
GROWERS SUPPLY CO. LTD. A 
KELOWNA GROWERS EXCHANGE 
BRACKMAN-KER: MILLING CO. LTD, 









Blue and white spring flowers 
adorned First United C' irch on 
Saturday, April 5. when Anne, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thos. 
J. Carney. Kelowna, became the 
bride of Melbourne Richards, son 
of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Richards 
of Vancouver. Rev. R. S. Leitch 
conducted the afternoon cere­
mony.
A waltz-length bouffant white 
nylon net and lace strapless 
gown with lace jacket and lily 
point sleeves >vas the choice of 
the lovely bride who was given 
in marriage by her father. A 
pearl headdress held her finger­
tip length lace trimmed veil. The 
bridal bouquet was composed of 
garnet red roses with stephanotis 
and white heather.
The bride’s sister, Mrs. L. 
Mushta of Seattle, as matron of 
honor, and Miss Dorothy Rich­
ards, the groom’s sister, who was 
bridesmaid, wore gowns fash­
ioned on princess lines, of sur- 
plice-bodiced crystalline taffeta 
in complementing shades of aqua. 
Their matching headdresses and 
shoes were en tone. Each car­
ried a iMuquet of white carnations 
backed with aqua tulle.
Groomsman was Mr. Dal Rich­
ards, the groom’s brother. Dr. 
A. MacNeill of Vancouver and
Mr. Harvey Rees acted as ushers
HITHER AND YON
RECENT GUEST . . .  a t the 
home of Mrs, 1. McGovern was 
Mrs. E. M. Scott of Salmon Arm.
ATTEND WEDDING . . . Mr 
and Mrs. J. Welder accompanied 
by Mrs. L. Brockman left on
For her daughter’s wedding, 
Mrs. Carney chose a blue en­
semble. The groom’s mother was 
unable to attend, owing to illness.
For the reception for 100 guests 
which was held at the Royal Anne 
Hotel in the Aberdeen Room, the 
bride’s table was graced by a 
wedding cake topped with white 
heather and grape hyacinths, 
flanked by aqua tapers. Toast to 
the bride was given by Mr. Mai 
colm Boyd, to which the groom 
responded.
Presiding at the urns were Mrs 
J. F. Pcarman, Mrs. Dal Rich­
ards and Mrs. E. T. Parkinson 
all of Vancouver, and Mrs. G. 
Booth of Rosedale. Serviteurs 
were Miss Louise Booth, Miss 
Gwen Lamacraft, Miss Clare 
Johnson, Mrs. H. Cretin, Mrs. V. 
Stewart, Mrs. W. Seaton and Mrs. 
J. Wanless. Mr. Dufton Booth 
acted as master of ceremonies.
For her going-away outfit, the 
bride changed to a black and 
white tweed suit with white fur 
trim. Her Breton sailor hat, bag 
and shoes were of Mountie red. 
The newlyweds motored to the 
U.S.A. for the honeymoon trip. 
Out-of-town guests came from
Friday for Quinton, Sask., to at­
tend the wedding of Mrs. Brock­
man’s son Ralph. ’They plan to 
be away about ten days.
MR. AND MRS. ROSS CHAR­
TER . . . have as their guests Mr. 
and Mrs. Gerald Charter of 
Langley.
MR. AND MRS. T, WHITE . . . 
and small son Mitchell accom­
panied by Mr. and Mrs. L. White 
journeyed to Vancouver for the 
long weekend to enjoy a visit with 
relatives.
FORMER KELOWNA RESI­
DENTS . . . Cpl. and Mrs. An 
thony Bnice were weekend visi­
tors in Kelowna. Cpl. Bruce is 
with the Kamloops detachment 
RCMP.
ON MONDAY . . .  Mr. and 
Mrs. J. Logie accompanied by 
Mr. Pi Campbell journeyed to 
Vancouver for a few days.
EofeviER • KELOWNA RESI 
DENIS . . . Mr. and Mrs. Thos. 
S. Hughes with their daughters 
Ellen and Gai arc spending the 
Easter holidays with Mrs. Hughes’ 
„ , „  , , , ,mother, Mrs. Frances French
Seattle, Calgary, Rosedale and^jjj, taken up permanent
Vancouver. | residence at 270 Burne Ave.
TRAVELLING COMPANION
By TRACY ADRIAN
Here’s an outfit that has a 
talent for looking unmussed 
and fresh-as-new at all times. 
So it is not only a good compan­
ion on the long voyage but is 
equally good for a short over­
night hop or a weekend out of 
town. ’The two-piece dress has 
a sweater top with short sleeves 
and a classic collar. It can be 
worn with or without a belt. 
’The skirt, styled in a flattering 
flair, is of a rib knit that gives 
it a pleated look.
If:
out the couples* attitude and help 
them to get to know one another 
better.
“And. if possible, let them face 
the hurdles of marriage with a  
display of humor. It may be 
easier for them later if they are 
able to say: ’Why that’s what wo-, 
discussed In class.’ ’’
^ -S Vs V
A .
W ife Preservers
S m b your mMt-cwttbig beonl 
efiM  M«h vKig* with Iw l water 
•nd Mali to elimiiMia a  boctMio 
Ixeedlng {ground.
UPSWEPT HAT LINE
ALICE WINSBY Women’s Editoi
TUES.. APRIL 8. 1958 'niE DAILY COURIER
A CUP AND SAUCER SHOWER 
. . for Miss Laura Lee, bride- 
I elect of early May, was held re­
cently when Mrs. W. F. Car- 
ruthers entertained about a dozen 
[guests at her Abbott St. home.
FORMERLY OF KELOWNA 
. . Miss Penny Ivens spent the 
[holiday weekend in Kelowna, 
guest at the home of Mr. and 
[Mrs. J. P. Bancroft.
SPOKANE VISIT . . . Miss 
[Marilyn Henderson and Miss 
Ruth Irving travelled to Spokane 
last 'Thursday, arriving home 
Sunday.
By ALICE ALDEN
’The upswept turban com­
plements the chemise as well 
as other costume lines so well 
that it emerges as a major 
millinery trend. From Leslie 
James of California comes an
interesting example of the up- 
swept turban, this one of 
white silk organdie, striped 
with lemon yellow Milan straw. 
’The swirling tiered effect of 





Joie De Vivre 
Nutrition
By IDA JEAN KAIN
Spring belongs to the young in 
heart. At this season, when all 
earth comes to life, one’s courage 
is renewed.
Suddenly you know you can 
lick your weight problem. It is 
this quickening of the spirit that 
helps you to hurdle the inertia 
to take action. And that is the 
secret — to release the will for 
aption.
Get off to the right start. Make 
this a spring tonic program.
To reduce, you will need to 
count calories in order to force 
nature to draw on stored calories 
for part of your fuel require- 
<nents. In reducing, it is vitally 
important to make your calories 
count for good nutrition.
Fortunately, the protective 
foods which furnish the nutrition 
essentials are not the weight- 
makers. You need not continue 
to be fat! You can reduce any 
amount of excess without draw­
ing on vital tissue or draining 
your vitality.
Sometimes I think I don’t pro­
mise you enough! ’The science of 
nutrition can give you new life as 
excess fat is lost. By applying 
nutrition knowledge to daily 
meals, you can extend the prime 
of life and stay youngj^Fifty is 
young today. Middle age extends 
from 40 to 70. Get excited about 
eating to beat the pounds and 
the years!
Back to the vital’nutrients: all 
foods furnish calories, but some 
foods are rich sources of essen­
tial nutrients and for this reason 
they are termed protective. The
Young M other Needs Time Away 
From Care Of Small Children
SWISS UNIVERSITY
The oldest university in Switz­
erland was founded at Basle in 
14€0.
*T am trying to spend morel 
time with the oldest child, tak­
ing her for walks, ,letting her 
help me cook. She enjoys it im-
By GARRY CLEVELAND 
MYERS, Ph.D.
Suppose you were the mother 
who wrote the following letter.
mother, yet burning up so much 
nervous energy over it.
“I am a 25-year-old housewife 
with two daughters, 3 ^  and 1 
year.
“My oldest sucks her thumb 
and pulls her hair when she is 
the last .bit bored and bites her
SAUVS SAlUtS
body is constantly repairing and fingernails the rest of the time, 
renewing itself. For this vital This gets on my nerves until I 
reason, the protective foods which am atout to explode, 
furnish the necessary repair ma- “She gets plenty of love. We 
terials must be included in ade- are not very strict with her, but 
quate amounts daily. she isn’t a problem child about
When you regard the protective anything, 
foods in terms of glowing health "We try to get both children 
and more joie de vivre, you want to bed at seven. Tlus is the only 
to make them the backbone of time I really have any peace, 
your menus. If you have these "rhen sometimes they wake up 
foods daily, you are perfectly and I have to go lie down with 
nourished; them.
A serving of lean meat, fish or “ They are both healthy and 
fowl, 4 to 6 ounces: a pint of eat well.
skim milk or buttermilk or li- “I read to the oldest one a lot. 
quified dry milk powder; an egg She is very bright, 
or two, or a half cup of cottage “Their Daddy is inclined to 
cheese in place of a second egg; spoil them. He tells the oldest 
vegetables, including dark green to do things or not to, but doesn’t 
leafy and yellow; fruits, includ- make her mind. I have never left 
ing a citrus: and whole grain in[them with anyone other than my 
cereal or brejjd. [ husband.
On that pattern of eating you “My husband and I do not 
will be better nourished than on have any recreation and don’t 
your former fattening ways. In- care for dancing and drinking, 
stead of feeling disgruntled at We watch TV. Sometimes we go 
having to change your food ha- to a drive-in movie or eat out. 
bits, thank your lucky stars for 'The children enjoy both of these 
the science that makes it possible | and are not any trouble, 
to reduce arid renew your body
at the same time. Aim to make I LUCKY VISIT
this'change in your food habits tutitva 
permanent, for when that is Yugoslavia (Reuters)
achieved, your weight - worries I 
are over.
M ARY HAWORTH'S MAIL
Lawyer's W ife Resents His Insisting 
She Promote Clients Among Friends
Ferebauer was rushed to 
hospital with a perforated stom­
ach ulcer, in urgent need of a 
blood transfusion. It was a rare 
blood group—but Ferebauer him- 
({self had donated blood to the hos 
pital only'a day previously.
“Please advise me. Right now 
I*m churning inside since I just 
finished getting them to bed and[ 
asleep.’’
This was my reply in part:
No one could doubt that you I 
are trying conscientiously to be 
a good mother. And you are do­
ing so many grand things with 
that older daughter. How fine 
that you read to her, go walking [ 
with her!
Let some of the housework go. 
LET DAD TAKE OVER * .
Do leave the youngsters with| 
Dad more often so that you can 
go out for brief periods. ’Then 
look for a dependable babysitter.
If you could get away from these | 
children more often, they would­
n't get on your nerves so much. 
You could enjoy them more and,] 
also, the nail-biting and thumb-1 
sucking might subside.
Try to keep your mind and| 
eyes off the children’s thumbs 
and fingers. You can’t solve this 
problem as long as it upsets you.
If you can get to the point where 
you don’t consider thumb-sucking 
and nail-biting your biggest 
problems, they just won’t bother | 
you so much.
Don’t scold yourself. I’ll bet on j 
you to rise above what now 




Q. Our daughter, 12, is good 
at adding, subtracting ,multiply- 
ing and dividing. But she has 
much trouble with reading prob-| 
lems.
A. Try to get her to read the j 
problem slowly and carefully to 
se what it means before she sets| 
out to solve it. '
“He’s a TV quizmaster, Doc­
tor* so please repeat the qiiies-. 
tion."
Marriage Course i 
Teaches How To 
Avoid P itfalls
MONTREAL (CP)—’The YWCA 
and Montreal marriage counsel­
ling centre has organized special 
courses to show engaged couples 
how to avoid the “pitfalls” of 
marriage.
“It’s a form of preventive | 
medicine," said Mrs. Dorothy! 
Barrier, executive director of the 
centre.
“We’re not trying to take the 
romance out of courtship. But 
rather give young couples an in­
sight into the marriage partner­
ship before the wedding day.” 
Mrs. Barrier d i r e c t s  one 
course. ’The other is directed by 
Mrs. Dorothy Freeman, consul­
tant to the centre and a member 
of the McGill University social 
school staff.
Each course is limited to six 
couples. The directors prefer 
small groups because the stu­
dents are encouraged to discuss 
their problems freely and it’s in­
formal.
The courses deal with person­
ality factors making for compat­
ibility in marriage, budgetting 
problems, in - law relationships
and other aspects of family life.
“We don’t have a magic for­
mula to supply and we’re not try­
ing to find one,” said Mrs. Bar­
rier. “What we try to do is find
m m m m -
MOTHS?







FOR FREE DELIVERY 
JUST DIAL 3333
m m m m
NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that the Annual 
General Meeting of the Kelowna Hospital 
Society will be held in the Royal Anne Hotel 
on Wednesday, April l 6th, 1958, at 
2:00 p.m.
C F .L A V E R Y ,
Secretary.
DEAR MARY HAWWORTH: 
My husband, an attorney, was for 
some time connected with an ex­
cellent firm in a neighboring city. 
Recently he resigned to set up 
hia practise in our suburban com­
munity.
He was most unhappy in his 
previous connection and was in­
volved constantly in personality 
conflicts with his associates. 
These wore brought on, he de­
clared, by his ouLstonding ability, 
that put other members of the 
firm in the shade.
It was somewhat « relict to 
have him .start on hid own, even 
though ho was unprepared finan- 
dolly to do so. However, another 
problem has arisen.
1 belong to quite a few organ! 
znltons and have many friends 
In our town. And Robert now sug 
gests that I tpako a point of pub­
licizing him among my friends, 
in order to secure clients for 
him. He claims that it is unethi­
cal for him to promote himself; 
but that it is my duty as his wife 
to help him as much as |H)sslble. 
HE’S COST TVVO FRIENDS 
Already 1 hfwo lost two friends, 
because his candor bordered on 
rudeness, when they went to him 
for advice, Social cvcnt.s that I 
once found Interesting and relax 
ing have become a chore nowa 
days, since Rolwrl linvarlably
mestions me, afterwards, an to 
Muhethcr I iicrsuaded nnylKX 
^pply  to him for legal help.
a wife’s preparedness to use her 
social'prestige (if any) to boost[ 
her husband’s public standing.
While apparently discussing an- [ 
other couple in cl][affing vein, 
actually they were duelling with 
one another in an exploratory 
way—being newly married, each 
for the second time, in middle | 
age.
In speaking of the other palr| 
also newly married. In a sec­
ond marriage for both—the Euro-1 
penn husband touched for n mo­
ment on the other man's choice 
of second wife. The lady l.s n 
well known commercial success, I 
socially, ambitious and shrewdly | 
competent in attaining her' goals.
Humorously but with delicate I 
emphasis, the Euroiujan referred 
to himself us a man who had 
married simply for love, with no 
concern about what his little | 
wife could do for him in the so­
cial arena-the implication be-1 
ing that she wields no influence in 
that field.
Whcreu|X)n beloved Inter-1 
jeeted swiftly, with a cordial air 
of conferring a compliment: 
"Yes, thank heaven my husband 
1.S not svich a poor creature ns to 
need a Wife to make his way for 
him in society." Tl>o husband 
flushed, gulp^, thep rnllierl lo| 
mutter: ’’Yes. you are absolute­
ly right, my dear.”
I gq along with that sentiment. 
Your hu.sbnnd Is indeed » |XX)r| 
creature both ns a man and ni 
would-be lawyer, If ho nags a t|
Spiingtime Special
30)
‘̂Looking around for more business? 
The BNS can help you.”
Ho avoids gatherings, ond pfe- 
lld  fers to rend n good book or watchLyou irerststently to prcsii your
'  ;
WAKE UP YOUR SKIN to apringtimo loveliness with 
Noxzemn I Now, ht this apecinl prkx), for n limited 
time, got two jars (reg, $1.30) for ONLY 99fi!
T w o  j a r s  g i v e  y o u  . . .
 ̂ A  Jar h r  your boudo lrl Noxzcma used na n niglit 
cream refreahea your skin while you sleep. Clears com­
plexion, restores moisture . . soothes and smoothes
away dry spots, And under your makq^up Noxzcma 
gives you a day-long beauty treatment.
A /or h r  your kilchant Noxzcma’a soothing medication, 
keeju hands soft, smooth and white. Noxzoma bringa 
lirst-aid to minor bums and children's chapped skin, too.
TV. I feel Uinl my husband has 
a brilliant mind; but I wonder it 
ho has U»c temi>ernment for suc­
cess on his own initiative. And 
whether 1, ns hia wife, should be 
expectdl to go to such lengths 
for him. when he seems to be do­
ing nothing about birthcrlng his 
own profcs.'slonnl Intercsta.—C.O. 
URBANE SLANT ON 
MAN’S DEMANDS 
DEARC. G,: I am reminded of 
a sharp and subtle exchange be- 
Iwcen a European man and his 
European wife, on th« subject of
friends into giving him business.
If you haven’t renj enthusiasm j 
and a natural flair for selling hls| 
stock, you sliotildn’j work at it. 
Such poshing la had form and dis­
tasteful to average folk even at | 
Iw.sl—eVcn when the wife truly 
iMjlIcyes In her husband's worth 
and wants to tell the world about | 
him.
Mary Haworth, counsels only I 
thrnuah her column, not by mail 
or personal Interview. Write her 
in care of Tho Kelowna Dailyl 
Courier,
m
...on  this spodfll offer I
now 99^
S HOULD I TAKE OR Other lines? Is now a good time to expand. . .  or retrench ? What are other 
businessmen in the same position doing ? A business­
man’s success hinges on questions like these— 
questions that the BNS can help you answer.
Take the case of Joe Carruthers, for example, 
Joe’s lakeside grocery flourished in the summer­
time, but in the winter it wasn’t profitable. Joe. 
wondered if it would be a good move to set up a 
lunch cbuntcir to cater to the ice fishermen who 
were bn the lake every winter.
He went to hi  ̂BNS brmich for advice, and the 
manager promptly called other branches in similar
resort areas. Quite a number reported thriving 
local businesses serving coffee and snacks to the 
ice fishermen. They even .offcrcd some specific 
suggestions on how tb get started.
Joe’s next step was to apply for a low-cost BNS 
loan, to pay for the necessary alterations to his 
store. Joe got the loan, and soon he was In 
business . . .  a mighty profitable business, as it 
turned out. \
Like Joe, you’ll find that the BNS is ready to 
help you with many kinds of scTYices and informa­
tion. Drop in soon—the BNS would like to do 
business with you.
' \ The BANK o« NOVA SCOTIA
y o u r  p a r t  nor  in p r o g r e s s
BNS people ore friendly people—get to know then 
at bur Kelowna branch. K. D, MocNeil, Managei 
Branches alio in.LUmby, Penticton and Vernon.
11,1.1., ;,il
i
_   ̂ t
Packers O p e n  Series 
W ith  Shutout
High notes and tragedy marked 
the opening night of the Allan Cup 
western finals in Kelowna last 
night, as the Packers hustled 
their way to a 5-0 victory over 
the Winnipeg Maroons in a bone­
crushing contest before 2,500 en­
thusiastic hockey fans.
The high notes were played for 
Dave "Stumpy" Gatherum, 
Packers all-star nct-mindcr, who 
picked up his third shut out in 
playoff hockey, even stopping one 
with his eye to do it.
The sad note of tragedy was
HOCKEY SCORES
ONE SHUTOUT -  THE HARD WAY
Dave "Stumpy" Gatherum, 
the Packers sensational net- 
minder, chose the hard way to 
cement his shut-out last night 
as the Packersf^at the Ma­
roons 5-0 in the'opening game 
of their Allan Cup western
final series. Sprawled out after 
a loose puck off the corner of 
his net in the second frame, he 
used the only available part, 
his head, to stop the puck. 
Above, Dr. A. S. Underhill is 
seen stopping the flow of blood
after stitching the cut under 
his eye caused by the rising 
puck. Next game of the scr­
ies is tomorrow night in Kam­
loops.
(Courier staff photo)
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Allan Cup Semi-Finals
Kelowna 5, Winnipeg 0.
Kelowna leads semis, 1.0. 
All-Ontario Senior 
Kitchener 1, Belleville 5.
Belleville leads best-of-seven 
final 3-0.
Western Intermediate
Kenora 4, Yorkton 0.
Best-of-five semi-final tied 1-1, 
one tie.
Western Intermediate
Nanaimo 4, Olds 9.
Olds leads best-of-five semi­
final 2-0.
the loss of star pivot Ray Powell 
for the balance of the season, 
when he slid into the boards in 
the third minute of the game and 
suffered a broken femur of the 
right leg. His left knee had been 
giving him trouble and coach
centre ice. Young, flying in for man let go a slap shot along the 
the goal, had to make a long | ice that bounced up and over to 
stretch, and neatly tipped the I find the top corner of the mesh, 
puck in with the end of his stick-j ending the period scoring at 3-0.
The Packers had to fight off 
Jones set up the next m arker' throe penalties in a row in the 
in the finai minute of play when! .sandwich session, and let down in
Jack O'Reilly had been afraid it he dug the puck out to McCallum|speed somewhat. It was close to 
,1..-. jjjp point and the big defence'the 14:(X) mark, with Middleton
YOUNG DRINKERS
VIENNA (AP)—Czechoslovak­
ia’s Red Youth newspaper Mlada 
Fronta reports that youths are 
trying to forget their sorrows by- 
getting d r u n k .  Campaigning 
against mounting alcoholism, it 
called for stiffer prison sentences 
for sale of liquor to teen-agers.
SP0RTLI6HT
Sweet Notes And Tragedy 
On Series Opening Night
By GEORGE INGLIS
(Courier Sports Editor)
The Packers opened their Allan Cup semi-final series on 
. a high note last night, hammering five goals past Sugar Jim
• -Henry in the Winnipeg Maroons’ nets, and shutting out the 
■talent-packed club.
i For Dave “Stumpy” Gatherum in the Packers nets, the 
■ shutout, his third in play-off hockey this year, may have been 
*. -something of a league record — it certainly was a personal 
1 achievement. The busy little net-minder with the educated
• hands was forced to stop 28 shots to make the grade, and had
- to block one of them with his eye when he was outstretched 
; and helpless, earning a few stitches under his right eyebrow.
- ' The only note of tragedy in the triumphant evening was 
I That suffered by centre man Ray Powell, the Packers ace pivot.
. Going into the game with the knowledge that his trick left 
knee might not hold him up for the stretch, “Scorch” slid into 
' the boards at the 2:50 mark of the first frame and crumpled. 
The verdict was a broken feinur, above the knee of his good 
leg, and the star pivot was taken to hospital in great pain. It 
was a tough break for a great hockey player and a big loss to 
his team.
Coach Jack O’Reilly was forced to do some fast shuffling 
then, and the wisdom of his move in bringing in George Agar 
became apparent as the veteran pivot moved up to centre Jim 
Middleton and Brian Roche.
Bill “Swiggic” Swarbrick moved in to centre the line of 
I Greg Jablonski and Jim Moro,, and they kept up a brand of 
‘ hustle that is going to spell victory or defeat in this series.
The No. 2 line —  Bugs Jones, Moe Young and Mike 
Durban — beside picking up a couple of the goals, aided on one 
by the powerful slap shot of Andy McCallum, were the toughest 
line on the ice, and held the Maroons trio of Pennell-Mahson 
; Joyal scoreless by a tremendous display of back-checking.
• McCallum and mate of Qrv Lavell played a skookum style 
' i of rear guard action, with Lavell’s “college try” at passing the
puck, even when hd was down on his face, setting up the goal 
made by Agar in the final frame.
Harry “Hurricane” Smith, the large young man who looks 
better every time out, played a tremendous game at the blue line, 
and , smoothie Bob Dawes, filling in for Pat Coburn as Hurrl 
cane’s defence mate, gave an excellent account of himself.
The Maroons, however, art yet to be heard from,
SKATE, . BROTHER, SKATE!
; The Packers kept the pre.ssurc on for most of the 60 min- 
‘ utes of play by sheer speed, coupled with savvy, breaks, and al 
the other components that go into a hockey play-off scries.
They looked good until they slackened off slightly in the 
second frame and let the wily vets from Winnipeg display some 
! .of their ice-craft. It became immediately apparent that they 
will be more dangerous than dynamite on a short fuse if they 
arc not hustled right off their feet for 60 minutes of every game 
. they play.
; Lust night they showed visible evidence that they have not
■ played a hockey season as the Packers have done. They did 
show, however, that every member of the club with but one or
' two exceptions is thoroughly acquainted with the square of pipe 
and netting, at the end of the rink.
To try and play with them would be sh<;cr folly. They dis 
‘ played that in the final frame ais Bill “The Beast” Juzda sat out
• a clipping penalty and the four defenders went into a hollow 
square and retained the puck for several seconds until the Puck
; ers simply hu.-̂ tlcd it away from them and started flying again.
Left to their own devices to set the pace, the going would 
; be lougli, they like it that way, but it would be slow and stately
■ inTempo. \  'V
Should the Packers keep on hustling them, however, the
bone-shaking body slams will still continue to lU'cnVip the ser
• ics, but the B.C. champs, stand a good chance to conic away 
 ̂ with the victory.
MONTREAL (CPl—The Cana­
dian Amateur Swimming Associa­
tion early today named seven 
men and five women to Canada’s 
swimming and diving team for 
the British Empire Games at 
Cardiff, Wales, in July.
The team;
Bill Slater, Margaret Iwasaki, 
Susan Sangster, Vancouver; Cam­
eron Grout. Gladys, Priestley, 
Montreal; George Park, Irene 
MacDonald, Hamilton; Peter Bell 
London, Ont., Bill Patrick, Cal­
gary; Ken Williams, Toronto; 
Bob Wheaton, Victoria; Sara 
Barber, Brantford, Ont.
Dave Gayton of Vancouver was 
named one alternate and Irene 
Service of Vancouver and Bonnie 
Benson of Toronto are to compete 
next month for the other alternate 
position.
A six-man committee headed by 
CASA President R.L. (Dick) Jack 
of Vancouver made the selections 
at a three-hour meeting following 
three days of trials here.
Mr. Jack said later; "They 
should do well. We anticipate at 
le ^ t  two gold medals.”
The selections i n c l u d e  five 
members of the team that repre­
sented Canada in the 1954 games 
at Vancouver. They are Park, 
Patrick and three women — Miss 
Priestley. Miss Barber and Miss 
MacDonald. ..
\ SOLID CITIZENS
MacDonald, Patrick Named 
To Canadian Team For BEG
/
Local Bowlers 
Tops At Coast 
5-Pin Tourney
Kelowna’s Nisei Bowlers took 
top honors in almost every event 
of the third annual B.C. Nisei 
Bowling Tournament staged in 
Vancouver over the Easter week 
end. A total of 27 trophies were 
brought back by the trundlers 
from the Orchard City, out of a 
possible 30.
In the All-Star Men's event (no 
handicap) Kelowna placed first 
and second with 3523 and 3438 3 
game totals respectively. First 
place team was made up of Su- 
mio Tahara, Sue Koga, Morlo 
Koga, Tubby Tamagi and Mlts 
Kpgn,
A Kelowna mixed team cap­
tured top honors in that event 
with 3455. The ladies team event 
went to Kelowna with 2925; Men’s 
Handicap event, Kelowna, 3739; 
Men’s Double.  ̂ Sue Koga and Jim 
Kltnurn, 1646; Ladles’ Doubles, 
the only event where a winner 
was not from, Kelowna, but a sc 
cond place standing, Mid Ibaraki 
and Aiko Nakayama 1308, 
Individual Aggregate (0-game 
total) was won by Mits Koga for 
the men with 1656 for an aver 
ago of 276, and Mao Mori for the, 
ladlc.s with 13.33 for an average 
of 222. Mlt.s Koga also captured 
the Men’s High Single honors for 
the tourney with a 390, |n which 
he posted 0 straight strikes, Hon­
orable mention to Tubby Tamagi 
with a 388,
Members of the aucccssful 
teams were: \
Mixed: Toosh Iknrl, Alko Na 
knynma, Carol Terada, Morlo Ko 
gii and Mit.s Koga.
Ladles; Alko Nakayama, Mid 
Ibaraki, Yukl Koga, Mich Naka 
yama and Carol Terada.
Men’s Handicap: Burney Kl­
tnurn, Sue Koga, Mits Koga, Tub­
by Tamagi and Mln Tamagi,
IRENE MacDONALD 
. . .  represents Canada
Patrick won the tower dive then 
while Park, Miss Priestley and 
Miss MacDonald finished among 
the top six in a t  least four 
other swimming events.
At the trials here—a 17-event 
program that started Friday—10 
Canadian swimming records were 
set. The trials attracted more 
than 70 competitors from .four 
provinces. •
i&<> ?
wouldn’t go the distance.
FILLED BREACH
Centreman George Agar filled 
the breach on the No. 1 line be­
tween Jim Middleton and Brian 
Roche, however, and Bill "Swig- 
gie” Swarbrick moved in to 
centre Greg Jablonski and Jim 
Moro for a very efective back- 
checking unit.
It was the No. 2 line. Bugs 
Jones. Moe Young and Mike Dur­
ban that carried the punch last 
night, both in offence and de­
fence, willi Jones starting the 
play on two of the markers.
Only a tremendous job by the 
rear guard stalwarts, Andy Mc­
Callum. Or\- Lavell, Harry Smith 
and Bob Dawes, backed up by 
Gatherum, averted a Maroons 
resurgence in the second frame 
as the Packers fought off three 
penalties in a row and let down 
slightly in their pace.
Agar, playing his first game 
with the Packers, fitted in well 
with Roche and Middleton, pick­
ing up his first goal in the red 
and. white strip, and young Jim 
Moro, playing his second game 
with the Packers, made his 'sec­
ond goal for the B.C. champs. 
TRIGGERED OPENER
Roche triggered the opelTing 
goal for the Packers, and Young 
and McCallum added singles in 
the cause.
The second game of the series 
goes to Kamloops tomorrow 
night, and returns here for Fri­
day and Saturday, Game time at 
Kamloops is 8:30.
Ironically enough, although the 
crashing of leather-clad bodies 
filled the arena with thudding 
sounds, Powell’s injury was com­
paratively simple in occurrence,! 
happening when his skates went 
out from under him and he slid 
into the boards, probably aided by 
the fact his other knee was not 
up to par.
At 6:32, less than four minutes 
after Powell was carried off, 
Middelton dug the puck’ away 
from Dewar Thompson' on the 
boards, slid it over to Roche as 
the fleet right winger passed 
across the goal-mouth and back- 
handed it into the twine. 
CARRYING PLAY
The Packers kept carrying the 
play to the Maroons, keeping 
them off balance and reaching. 
At the 15:40 mark, Jones handed 
the puck to Durban at the Ma- 
rooiyj blue line and the rangy 
veteran moved in along the 
boards, flipping a pass
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
TUES., APRIL 8, 1958 THE DAILY COURIER
Habs Must Stop 
1st Frame Surge
MONTREAL (CP)
Toe Blake's No. 1 problem when 
the Stanley Cup final opens to­
night is to prevent Boston Bruins 
from getting the first - period 
jump on his Montreal Canadiejs.
“It's definitely something I’m 
going to talk over with our boys,” 
said Blake, well aware that those
Coach highly effective in halting Detroit
Red Wings, particularly Gordie 
Howe, in Montreal’s four-straight 
sweep of the semi-final.
Mean w h i l e ,  Canadiens have 
been made heavy favorites to 
take the first game and the best- 
of-seven series. Betting circles 
Monday night had Montreal 14 to
in the box. and the puck loose ' 
beside the net when Gatherum 
made the,stop with his eye and 
the period ended while he under­
went repairs.
Coming out fast in the final 
frame, the Packers once again 
took the initiative. Lavell made 
a shoe-string pass from the prone 
position on the lee over to Agar 
in front of the net for the fourth 
marker and Moro walked the 
puck neatl>' out of the corner to 
slip it in the corner of the net 
between Sugar Jim Henry and 
the pipe, clinching the score at 
5-0.
LINEUPS
Kelowna — goal: Gatherum; 
defence: Smith. Lavell. Dawes, 
McCallum; forwards: Powell,
Middleton, Roche. Jones, Young. 
Durban. Agar, Jablonski, Moro, 
Swarbrick.
Winnipeg — goal: Henry; de­
fence: Juzda, Simpson. May, Roc- 
key: forwards: Pennell, Manson, 
Langrell, Thomson. Balagus, 
Lumsden, Marshall, Jpyal, Couch, 
Douglas.
SUMMARY
First period: 1. Kelowna,
Roche (Middleton) 6:23; 2. Ke­
lowna, Young (Durban. Jones) 
15:40; 3. Kelowna. McCallum
(Young) 19:51. Penalties: Juzda 
1:50, McCallum 6:41, Agar 10:44, 
Simpson 10:56.
Second period: No scoring.
Penalties: Durban :58, McCallum 
7:14, Middleton 12:46,
Third period: 4. Kelowna, Agar 
(Lavell) 4:30; 5. Kelowna, Moro 
16:10. Penalties: Joyal :37, Juzda 
9:32, LaveU 11:42.
early big pushes by^the Bruins;s to win tonight's game and 5 
”  ’ to 1 to win the series.
Indications early today were 
that defenceman Doug Mohns 
will be missing from the Boston 
lineup. Mohns suffered a slipped 
pelvic bone in the final game 
against New York.
Without MohAs, the B r u i n s  
have four regular defencemen— 
Fern Flaman, A l l a n  Stanley, 
Larry Hillman and Leo Botvin.
were a big factor in Boston’s win 
over New York Rangers in the 
semi-final. *
In the six games against New 
York the Bruins missed scoring 
in the first period only once. In 
the five other games they scored 
al least two goals in the oj^ning 
period. The high was four in the 
final game, an 8-2 win.
Of the 18 periods of the six 
games, excluding one overtime 
session when Boston won, the 
Bruins failed to count in only 
three periods.
WATCH BIG LINE 
Correlated with Blake’s No. 1 
problem is the business of trying 
to hobble Boston’s high - scoring 
trio of Jerry Toppazzini, Don Mc- 
Kenney and Fleming Mackell. 
This line accounted for 17 of Bos­
ton’s 28 goals against New York.
Blake wasn’t saying which of 
his three lines will get the as­
signment. It’s a good guess the 
job will be turned over to Bert 
Olmstead, Don Marshall and 
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BOSTON ' (A P)-Jim  Poole,, a 
southpaw who has been playing 
the game only four years, today 
ruled as the United States men’s 
singles badminton champion.
Poole, former basketball star at 
San Diego State College, Saturday 
upset defending tltleist Fipn Kpb- 
bero of Copenhagen 15-8, 6-i5, 
15-8.
REAL REAL
Dcsidc being a rough and tough aggregation on the ice, the 
! ivlaroons seem to be a friendly crew of young men off the icc, 
; and caay 0|c name of their Gateway City with distinction.
\ . This is their third try at capturing the Patton Cup trophy 
' In the past five years, and some of the team lhi;f year have made 
; all three trips. On the other occasions the Penticton V’s and 
the Vernon Canadians wrote finis |o their pla)as.
; Nothing dnuntc(;l, however, the boys arc giving it another 
; try. an̂ I by all apiKaranccs they managed to arouse some intcr- 
' cst in senior amateur hockey in the city tlumt once was the home 
of some of the finest senior luKkey in the country.
; Whether they go home with any jcn\ellcry or not, they will 
‘ have givhn a good account of ihcmsclvcs-^as players and 
' men.
MONDAY'S FIGHTS
By THE ASSOCIATED TRESS
(
New Y(rtrk—'Tony , DiBinsc, L50, 
New York, out|K)intvd P e t e r  
Schmidt, 148, New York. 10.
New OrleAlis-rRnlph Dupn.s, 142 
New Orlenn.H, out|K>inted Hatnon 
FuenU's, ,14.534, I^s Angclc.s, 10.
Botiton—Joe Devlin* 150‘ii, Bos­
ton, outiipinted Armnnd, Savoie, 
140'.’«, Montreal, 10. \
n«ll«»-\Bmmy Marline*. 159. 
Phoenix, Art*., outpointed.Norris 




By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Winnipeg W a r r i o r s  camb 
through for their hometown fans 
Monday night with a victory that 
eluded them in the first two 
games of their be.st - of - seven 
Western Hockey League playoff 
series with Vancouver Canucks,
It was still a squeaker, 'Tlioy 
won 5-4 with two unanswered 
goals In the third period to re­
duce the Vancouver margin in 
games to 2-1. Both the Canucks’ 
victories were galhcd at the 
coa.st.
Tlie two teams, which finished 
on top in the Pralrio and Coast 
divisions, will clash here again 
Wednesday night.
Tonight’s action will pit New 
We.stmlnstcr Royals against the 
Americans at Seattle and Ed­
monton Flyers against tl>e Stam 
pedors In Calgary. Seattle and 
Edmonton lead their respective 
bcst-of-ftve series 2-1.
The loss shown on the score 
board might not be the only one 
.suffered by the Canucks Monday 
night, Sharpsh)wtlng Jackie Me 
I.«od, their right wing scoring 
star, banged into the boards and 
.said Inter he thought he might 
have suffered a kidney Injury 
His back was stiffening after the 
game n)ad he planned to have 
check-up by a doctor,
Veteran Billv Mosleiiko tle<l 
the count for Winnipeg at 7:06 of 
the third and Gordie Redahl 
scored What proved to be the win 
ner at 9' ;05, Other Winnipeg scor 
ers were Pete Kapuntn, Danny 
Summers and Karl Ingnrfield.
Vancouver mnrksmCn w e r e  
Phil Mnlnnev. -11m Powers, Walt 
Pcacosh and Brent JdacNob.
'58 DODGE
easier to handle!
fhor«’« o n * w o y  to m o k* tu r *  lh« naxi 
pick-up you buy packs root "got-up« 
and-ao". That's to soo your Dodgo truck 
doalor. Ho'll g ivo you tho low dow n on  
tho quick and oasy w a y  ihoss( poppy 
now  Dodgo pick-ups brooxa you through 
any job I
t|̂  N ow , frisklor 184-h.p. V -S —jor now^ 
ly  improvod 12S-h.p. "Big S ix"—- 
put Dodgo pick-ups In a  class by  
thorn solves for fleol-footod pow er 
and porformancol
t|( Compact short-whoolbaso design o f 
a ll Dodgo pick-ups results in shorter 
turning diam eters . . .  lets you turn, 
pork, w heel In and out of tight spots 
w ithout strain or fotiguol 
tK You can on|oy tho extra convenlonce 
of puifi-buttoa driving, too . . .  w ith  
LoadFllto 3-spood automatic trons- 
m is s lo n i A v a ila b le  on all D odgo  
pick-ups.
If your job callB for a truck with
plenty of npunk and spirit—one that 
does its work swcot and cAsy-
nilyou’ll find It pays to 
DODGE ---------
cal,
Ne\v Dodgo Sweptsirie 100 exprtsi, 
ityie-ioUer of the truck world, 
n
Hew Oodgt DtOO express; 6)5 -foot tody, 108* 






. _ .. .... .....  for a
PICK l/P!
Inside and out, Dddge pick-upa havo 
everything It takes—and m ore— to  
help you deliver tho goods faster, 
more ofliclontly, and at lower cost. 
For Instance. . .
On DlOO (half-ton), morlcls, there’s 
tho now oasy-shift Jl-speed transmis­
sion that brings you tho smoothest
hand-shifting over. New M lf-n d jn t in g  
rear springs tailor your ride to your 
roarls and loads!
So come in now and look over a porky 
' a truegnow Dodge pick-up. It's 
you’ll 1)0 proud to drive , . ,  
Btill to own! ,
prouder
O.V.W.'I FROM 4,aaO LBS, TO 4«,000 IDS.) O.C.W.'I TO 69,000 LBS. CHRYtUR CORPORATION Of CANADA, LIMITED
0700 tiiUar- up la 
U,OOOIbi.Q.C.W.
DSOO wllh (tump bodx- 
l9,)OOI»f,max.O,V.W.
1)400 with van bodx— 
IlfOOO Ibi. mix. O.V.W.
b)00 with stike Ixxty - 
i.oodibi. mix. O.V.W.
DlOO ptnil". 
6,000 lbs. mex. O.V.Wi
r n O D U C T  O l *  A O  V B A R A ’ a X T A R I R N O A  I N  B U I L D I N a  ■ ■ T T A A  T R U C K S
RELIABLE MOTORS &  TIRES
1658 PendozI St. Phone 2419
WATCH CUMAX-SHOWBN O r iTARa RVMY TMUdlDAV HiaMT OH TV-CHKCK VOURI MCAV MOaSAMMi UBTIHW rOR TIKB AHB CHANNILx'
I
bit of steep ground. llot* fWngs like ^pples.j
Tlicn there are other no'vcrs nasturtiums, portuiaca and manyl 
Ithat actuallv prefer shade, things cihcrs. Most of them are not vcryi 
[like begonias, violets, pansies, particular about soil or moisture,
! lily of the valley and so on. These but they do love the hot sun. >
■are just the right sort for plant-; «.#.■,t  ittNUTitisn i
ing on the north side of house or WORK RESUMED s
'wall or other places where the ROME <APt — Government of-: 
ground is heavilv shaded. Here ficials. preparing for a flood of. 
too is tiic right place for the \isotors to the 1960 Olympic 
’wild flower garden. There is even Games in Rome, have given i)cr-
ispecial grass for shady locations.!mission to go ahead with work
i At the opposite end of the on the Rome subway line, a half- 
scale are those flowers which finished relic of the Mussolini 
will not do well unless they get area.____________________ i
Lord Alexander's 
Son Starts W ork 
In Ad Agency
MONTREAL 'CP' — Shane 
.VJoxandcr, 22-ycar-old son of the 
former Canadian governor • gen­
eral. started work in a Mont­
real advertising agency.
A sjiokesman for Schneider
Cardon Limited said Stiane—i 
named Lord Ridcau when his| 
father was made a peer—will be! 
given routine executive training; 
in “all phases*’ of agency tv'ork. 
This would include copy-wriUng. 
art work and business routine. | 
Lord Rideau. whose father was, 
i governor-general from 1916 to! 
1951. returned to Canada March^ 
l27. He started his advertising job 
a week ago. He is staying at a 
branch of the YMCA where he 
is registered as Mr. Ridcau.
THE I)AILT COURIER R 
TUE8.. APRIL 8. 1K8
On his arrival here Lord. Rideau i ! 
said he plans to make Montreal 
his home. '_______
1NDI.\N l e g e n d
Five Islands. Nova Scotia, at> 
cording to Indian legend are 
giant pieces of earth which the 






Royalite Service Ph. 6877
HEAVY FLOW KEEPS MAPLE SYRUP PRODUCERS BUSY
Bumper maple syrup crop Is 
being harvested around Simcoe 
county, in north-western Ont­
ario. duo to favorable weather 
conditions. A firm believer in 
traditional methods of pro­
duction. farmer Alvin Taylor
holds the reins as he watches 
David Nemeth and Walter Han- 
ay pour sap into tank on the 
sleigh, Taylor can’t keep up 
with the rcavy flow and has 
tapped only half of his trees.
Unlike some producers who use 
oil-fircd evaporators in their 
sap house.s, Taylor .still uses 
wood because he fears oil 
might effect the flavor of the 
delicious syrup. His bush was 
first tapped in 1880.
LITTLE LEAGUE SEEKING 
MEN WITH CAPITAL " M "
Kelowna’s Little League, on the eve of its maiden 
year as a regular affiliated league, has a new ball park, 
a horde of eager youngsters and four lusty sponsors —• 
what they need now is MAN POWER.
A meeting of coaches, managers and officials is slated 
for the Memorial Room of the arena at 8:00 p.m., Thurs­
day, April 10, and all those wishing to volunteer their 
help will be welcomed with open arms.
A major turn-out of players wishing to register this 
year is planned for the north-end ball park, Sunday, April 
13, at 1:30 p.m.
Peachland Welcomes 
Scores Of Visitors
PEACHLAND — Mr. and Mrs. 
W. E. Clements with their young­
er daughter, Donna, arrived from 
Vancouver to spend the Easter 
holidays with their elder daugh­
ter and son-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. 
George Sismey. They were ac­
companied to the Valley by Miss 
Floriene Wiberg.
Young people home for the holi­
days include, Murray Dell, Noel 
Wilson, Alf. Mash, George Top- 
ham Jr., aU from Vancouver. 
Beverly Trautman has arrwed 
home from Gonzales College, Spo­
kane, Danny Blower from Port 
Alberni, and Marjorie'Shaw from 
Vancouver. ■
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Penner. 
with their young son, Edwin, are 
visiting at the home of the lat­
ter’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. C. 
Cousins. .
W. H. Wilson. Jr., has arrived 
from Picton, Ont. to spend a 
leave with his parents, Mr. and 
' Mrs. W. H. Wilson.^^prior to re­
porting for dut^ with the Ordn­
ance Corps in Calgary.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Bullock 
are holidaying with the form­
er’s patents, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. 
Bullock at the Twin Pines Re- 
iort, Trepanier.
Easter visitors at the home of 
Mrs. L. Ayres, Trepanier are 
her daughter. Mrs. D. Shulti^ 
with her two children, Alfred and 
Barbara, who will remain for the 
holidays.
Mrs. M. Hallam has returned to 
her home in Trepanier, with her 
infant daughter, from the Pentic­
ton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Nelson, of 
Burlington. Wash,, with their 
daughter and baby son are holi­
day visitors at the home of Mrs. 
Nelson’s aunt. Mrs. C. F. Brad­
ley. On Easter Sunday the baby 
will be christened, Bradley Allan, 
the service to be at the Peachland 
United Church, with the Rev. R. 
L. Norman conducting the ser­
vice. Onf their return to Burling­
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson will be 
accompanied by their cousin, 
Mrs. F. Bradley, who will be hol­
idaying at the coast for a week.
A group of Mrs. Martin Shaw’s 
friends in Trepanier held a baby 
shower at the. home of Mrs. C
GARDENING TIPS
Supplied by
Canadian Garden Service 
By GORDON LINDSAY SMITH
STRIKING DISPLAY—Nothing 
will be more striking .or cause: 
more favorable comment among 
visitors than really big solid becisr 
of some of our more striking an-i 
nual flowers. Zinnias, petunias,; 
asters, salvia, marigolds and. 
such bright and free bloomers; 
are idea for these massed effects.; 
In sowing or transplanting onej 
should remember the mature size 
of the variety being used and 
allow plenty of room. If crowded 
together they will not bloom as 
' freely and what is more import- 
! ant they may become spindly and 
! too weak to stand up in wind and 
; rain. This spacing and fairly 
I regular planting in the beds too 
i will make early cultivation easier 
and once they start to bloom, of 
course, they will fill out the en­
tire bed and keep weeds and 
grasses crowded out and no fur­
ther cultivation will be necessary.
So flowers will be seen to the 
best advantage, it is a good idea 
to slope beds a few inches to the 
centre or to the back where they 
are located against a wall or 
fence. And, of course, if flowers 
of varying heights are used, the 
smaller ones go towards the front.
SPEED MEANS TENDER —
Modern varieties of vegetables 
are a vast improvement over the 
sorts that were popular in our 
parents’ day. Carrots have less 
core, beets are darker and there 
is no fibre, beans are really 
stringle.ss and if the kids of a 
generation ago had the tender 
spinach available today, there 
would have been no objections. 
But even with these new and im­
proved vegetables, the quicker
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REID'S COR. PH. 3104
i i m  n ivna a-. -----
A. Bullock this week. Many lev- they are grown the better the 
elv little things for the three quality. Speed of growth is real- 
weeks old baby were received, ly the. secret of tender crisp 
Mrs. Earl Sutherland and Mrs.
M. Sundstr.m were present from
Peachland.
Agnes Wilson of Prince George 
is spending the Easter holidays 
at home with her parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. W. H. Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Robinson and 
their four children, of Port Co­
quitlam, are holiday visitors at
vegetables 
The gardener can push things 
in a variety of ways. First he 
should break up the soil making 
as fine a mulch as possible and 
keep it fine and loose with culti­
vation. Then he can add fertilizer 
either with the natural kind or 
chemical or both. He should also 
water when necessary, and space
the home of the latter’s parents, out or thin to permit easy growth. 
Mr. and Mrs. John Blower. IFor root vegetables, especially 
Mrs. R. s! Raguin is returning those like carrots or parsnips that
H. Lougheed 
Laid To Rest
to her home in North Vancouver, 
on Sunday after a visit with her 
sister, Mrs. J. K. Elliott, Brent 
Subdivision.
Young Lynne Thom, of Pentic­
ton, is spending the Easter holi­
days with her grandmother, Mrs. 
F. E. Wraight. ____ _










CHARLOTTETOWN (CPI -  A 
benefit hockey game and skating 
party Saturday netted $685 for 17- 
year-old Jake Kennedy who'lost 
his leg after being injured in a there
PEACHLAND — Funcralser 
sives have been held at Summer 
land for Henry Wellington Loiig- 
hecd. 81, a Jong time resident qt 
B.C.
Mr. Lougheed lived In Peach- 
land (or about a year, after pur­
chasing TIh’ Antler,s tourist camp 
• t  Deep Creek.
Born in Thornbury, Ont., he liv­
ed In Vancouver and Grand 
Forks. He was a cousin of the 
late Nelson Lougheed. former 
B.C. rrfinistcr of public works,
and was a retired .steam en- ............
■alneer. la TkateT The leg” was a
He is survived by his wUc, ^elow the knee. 
Clarabelle, three sons, Hugh Wel­
lington and Robert Alexander; of 
Rock Creek, and Uwnc Henry of 
New Westminster: a daughter 
Margaret Rosalie, at home; two 
brothers, Clifford of Nanton.
Alta,, and Dalton of 'I'hornbury; 
two sisters, Mrs, W. Heslop,
Nanton: and Mrs, Rhoda Buck­
ingham ,of yancouv'er; and 15 
grandchlulren, •
Tile R e \ C, 0, Rlehardmond of 
the Summerlniid United Church 
condueted the funeral service.
Coinmitti«»wns in Peach Orchard 
Cemetery,
go down fairly deep, it is an ex­
cellent plan, where the soil is 
heavy, to make a trench about a 
foot deep and six to ten inches 
wide. This Is filled with fine rich 
soil with plenty of humus from 
the compost heap and hero we 
.sow the seed. It will germinate 
faster and more uniformly in 
this extra fine bed and the re­
sulting crop will grow faster and 
straightcr and be much easier 
to harvest.
PREFERENCES—Like people, 
flowers are individualists and 
they have very real preferences 
in regard to soil, shade, mois­
ture, and such things, For 'steep, 
rather barren slopes, for instance 
are a score of special
H A R D I E 'S
GENERAL STORE
Purity Store
Groceries - Meats - Fruits 
and Vegetables 






hockey gatrfe In January. I  plants, mostly tiny, that thrive In
Kenncd.v, a brother of Detroit such a location. These are listed
Red Wings’ Forbes Kennedy, was 
playing for a school team here 
when his right leg whs sla.shed by 
 s ate.  l  
bel  t e ee.
in the seed catalogue usually un 
dor the general heading of "Rock 
Garden’’ plants. They need very 
little soil or moisture and they 




PENTICTON (CPi-A  PenUc 
(cm than i.s in .serlou.<i condition 
in Penticton Hospital suffering 
fmm wounds to the chest aiul 
atopiach,
RCMP said that Simon la'zard, 
48, was Lnind on Tlmmln.s street 
at 7:4t) ji.m, paturduy night.
Lezanl had a numbci; of 
wounds in the' chest and stomach 
1111(1 was Miffi'iiog from lo.ss of 
bhxKl, A wiuiian said to have 
been w ith  T.ezni d when the j>o- 
' lice wci e called. Is lu'ihg held 
oil a charge of drunkenness,
Police said a parliig knife was 
found in the viclmty of where 
Ihe man was found.
T r a v e U i n g  i n  t h e  U . K . ?
K e e p  
i n  t o u c h
w i t h  h o m e - * - r e c i d
CANADA REVIEW
Keep in touch with home nows —  
sports, finance, politics and current 
events. Canada W eekly Review —  
the only Canadian paper edited and 
published In Great Britain Is on sale 
Qt leading hotels and news-stands. 
Fast cable news gives you a weekly 
report on Canadian affa irs  and hop-- 
' , ' penings.
ON RALE F.VERY FRbAY
at new$ agents 
everywhere in \tbe U.K. 
Only &d par copy
Glenmore Store
Proprietors ,
Pete and Emily Sclzler
GROCERIES -  GAS -  OIL
School Supplies, Novelties 
FREE DELIVERY
PHONE 4367 
R.R. 1 Kelowna, B.C.
35c
Wc Icntiirc a Wide varicly 
'•of Maple l.cal Products
B O N i:u :s s  p i c n i c  —
Maple Leaf. C Q *
Icady 10 serve .. lb.
BOLOGNA
yiaple L e a f ...... lb,
c i j :a n i ;d  c h i c k i  n  —
Maple Leaf C Q ^
Devon Brand .. lb. J 7 t
COOKED HAMS —
Maple I-C.I, s „ A C f











District merchants are entitled to the support of the 
citizens. They ore established here, pay heavy taxes and 
oft-times assume more than their share of the responsi­
bilities of citizenship. The money tha t comes over their 
counters stays in the community, unlike th a t which 
goes to the out-of-town merchant, which usually goes
to someone who has nothing a t stake in the community.
\
By buying from ^our district merchants you are work­
ing for the advancement of your own community, for 
the money he has to spend is spent where he is estab­
lished and where his interests are. On the other hand, 
if you patronize some outside concern which does not 
give a rap about the community, you ore lacking in 
loyalty to the community in which you live.
VERNON Rd.
FREE $234.00  in MERCHANDISE or SERVICE
S^e If  Your Name Is In One Of These Advertisements
This Page is a weekly feature of The Kelowna Daily Courier for a 26-week period 
and there will appear in the advertisements each week the names and addresses 
of three people living in Kelowna and district. Read the advertisements carefully 
and if you find your name, clip out the advertisement in which you found your 
name and present it. within one week along with a sales slip to the advertising 
manager of The Kelowna Daily Courier office, showing that goods or services have 
been purchased from any one of the advertisers on this page and you will receive 
absolutely free a $3.00 order to be spent for merchandise or services with one ol 
the advertisers on this page. Winner must advise which advertiser they wish to 
spend the $3.00 order with.
Patronize The Business Firms On This Page
P E A G H L A N D
GROCERIES - MEATS 
POST OFFICE 




Your Convenient Store 
Phone 281
YOUR CAR IS A BIG 
INVESTMENT
Give it the attention it de­
serves with our first class 
trained mechanics.
PEACHLAND MOTORS LTD.
PH O N E 306
W E  STB A N  K
LICENSED ELECTRICAL 
CONTRACTORS
Wo sell nnd rcpnlr 





P 8. M  MOTORS
LIMITED
GM PRODUCTS
YOUR DEALERS !• OR
EVINRUDE
Liberal Trade-Ins , 
on your old motor.
(VESTDANK Phono 80-8-5350
Give the Family 
a Treat OUt at the
WESTBANK GRILL
Phone 80-8-5573
ONE S lo p  
COMPLET E AUTO 
SERVICE
By First Class Mechanic* 
TIRES -  B.\TTERIES
C. P Ncufeld, Prop.
Northway Service
Home Dealers





Just Before Rcld’a Comer
Phone 3812
See Sue for Savings 




Vernon Rd. Phone 7474
Now is the time to get your 
SPRING CHANGEOVER 
OF TIRES
. . .  and FIRESTONE tires 
are a must . . . and don’t 
forget your FIRESTONE 
batteries.
Open Daily 7 a.m. - 11 p.m.
BILL’S
JUNCTION SERVICE
Chevron Dealers < 
VERNON RD. PH, 3041
WINFIELD
GROCERY - MEATS 
DRYGOODS 
GAS - OIL




WINFIELD , PH. 2503
Mrs. Helen Toews, 
Woodsdale Road
•  GROCERIES 
•  MEATS 
•  FRUITS




Your Bargain Store 
WINFIELD PHONE 255?
J.
12 YEARS IN BUSINESS 










b u il d in g  s u p p l ie s
Ph. So 8-5564
★  GROCERIES












WE’EL GET TO THE 
BOTTOM OF ANY CAR 
TROUBLE
So carefully do we cjicck 
cars In nnd out, that every 
UtUo trouble la detected and 
cured before It can glow 
costly.
You 8UVO In tho end. 




On Hie Vernon 
Rd, at Wooda 
Lake P h.2502
/
It  Costs Less Than You Think To A d vertise -C a ll 4 4 4 5 ■ %
VIIE DAILY COUBIEB 
TUES., APRIL 8. 1958 ^
Funeral Homes
The Interior's Fine it UortnaiT
DAY’S FUNERAL SERVICE 
LTD.
We otter you the comforting 
services that can only be found 
in suitable suiToundings.
1685 EUhi SL Phone 2281
U
SMALL FURNISHED LAKE- 
FRONT home at Okanagan Mis­
sion. Mrs. George Goldsmith. 
Phone 8165. * 191
MODERN TW O BEDROOM 
house. 220 wiring, close in. Apply 
1480 Ethel St. 186
Personal
THE GLENMORE • CENTEN­
NIAL Committee requests that 
anyone now residing in Glenmore 
who was in B.C. prior to July 4. 
1886, contact S. Pearson, secre­
tary. Phone 7607 evenings.
167, 168, 169, 173, 174,,175, 




For Safety and Efficiency 















ENTERPRISE COAL AND wood 
stove. Very good condition. 
Phone 6948 . 191
Cars And Trucks
1950 PONTIAC DELUXE, radio. 
$650 cash. Small car and cash, or 
small car of equal value. Phone 
8726. 186
SPECIAL
1957 FORD FAIRLANE club 
sedan, metallic grey, wl^ite 
wall tires, automatic trpns., 
heater, clock, windshield 




Gordon R eport Sees 
M unicipal Planning 
An Im portant N eed
MOVIE COLUMN
Lana Went W ith Johnnie 
For Kicks, Expert Says
1956 VOLKSWAGEN DELUXE 
model. Will accept older car in 
trade. What offers. Phone 6935.
•  187
THE BERNARD LODGE 
Rooms by day, week, month, also 
housekeeping. 911 Bernard Ave., 
phone 2215. tf
1951 TWO-TONE, FOUR-DOOR 
FORD. Reconditioned motor, 
transmission and differential. 
Body in good condition. $700. 
Phone 8887. tf
WHY PAY MORE? Our years of 
experience with natural gas can 
be your answer to more econo­
mical Installation. For free esti­
mates call 4646 Chet’s Gas Ser­
vice. 199
THREE ROOM UNFURNISHED 
suite. Private entrance $55. 
Adults only. Phone 3108 or 883 
Glenn Ave. tf
A. C. POLLARD 
B.C. LAND SURVEYOR 
Kelowna
Room 1, 453 Lawrence Ave.
Phone 3903 
Vernon
2803-32nd Ave. Phone 4236 
197
EXPERT TYPING DONE AT 
home. Invoices, statements, let­
ters, etc., done by fully ex­
perienced stenographer. Phone 
8597. tf
WATCH “CARS AND TRUCKS 
for sale"—there are some great 
bargains listed every issue of the 
Courier. 32-tff
PRINCE CHARLES LODGE
Rooms by day, week, month 
Community kitchen, all facilities 
924 Bernard Ave. Phone 4124
189
2 ROOM UNFURNISHED Duplex 
in Westbank. Available immed­
iately, $35 month. 186
TWO ROOM UPSTAIRS SUITE 
in the Belvedere. Located at cor 
ner of Bernard and St. Paul. For 
particulars apply at 564 Bernard 
or phone 2080. tf
ATTENTION 
SAWDUST SUPPLIERS 
1954 Mercury Truck Licensed
Complete with 3 unit steel saw­
dust box with pusher unloadfr, 
and sawdust blower unit. First 
class condition. Reason for sell­
ing—not enough business to keep 
truck busy.










FOR DRAPERIES, PAINTS and 
Wallpaper, finest selection. Call 
a t Kelowna Paint and Wallpaper 
Ltd., next door to Eaton’s on 
Bernard. 191
SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
traps cleaned, vacuum equipped. 
Interior Septic Tank Service. 
Phone 2674. tf
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE — 






249 Bernard Ave. Phone 3405 
Mon.,'Tues., tf.
Help Wanted
DESIRABLE OFFICE SPACE 
FOR RENT
apply




Motels -  Hotels
SHADY STREAM MOTEL
Housekeeping Apartments, fully 
self-contained, daily and weekly 
rataes. Phone 3910. 186
Board and Room
ROOM AND BOARD — Gentle­
man preferred. Phone 7529.--
193
COMMISSION SALESMEN OR 
Sales ladies—High earning^ by 
conscientious hard working per­
son. Must be free to travel. 
Phone SO-8-5633 before Monday 
evening to arrange for appoint­
ment with manager on Tuesday 
in Royal Anne* Hotel. 186
ROOM AND BOARD FOR TWO 
men. ’Two single beds. Phone 
3271. 190
ROOM AND BOARD IN SMALL 
private home. Lady preferred 
Phone 4484.
1948 CHEVROLET FLEETMAST- 
ER Sedan—Custom 9 tube radio, 
new tires, heater, seat covers. 
Thi§, car must be sold this week. 
What offers? Phone 3389. 186
Trailers
REDSTONE’S TRAILER SALES 
and Service — Peachland, B.C. 
Phone Peachland 687. 194
1957—15 FT. SHASTA TRAILER. 




1950 Chev.; 1949 Chev.: 1951 
Ford; 1949 Meteor; 1950 Meteor;
1951 Chrysler; 1947 Pontiac 8;
1947 Mercury 118. For further 
information contact us direct. 
Gem Auto Service, Reid’s 
Corner. Phone 3812. 190
OTTAWA (CP) — About $100,- 
000,000,000 may be spent on new 
housing and kindred projects dur­
ing the next 25 years in Canada, 
the Gordon economic commission 
forecast today in its final report.
Since much of this spending will 
consist of extending and revamp­
ing existing cities, the commis­
sion said, greater attention should 
be paid to over-all community 
planning.
With the continuing growth of 
Canada’s cities, the commission 
foresees a growing need for 
greater centralization of uiban 
municipalities under one author­
ity. such as the metropolitan gov­
ernment of greater Toronto. 
PROPOSE LONGER TERMS 
’To help municipal governments 
take a longer-term view of their 
communities’ develooment, it sug­
gests civic officials be elected for 
longer periods than the one year 
now widely current—possibly for 
two or three years.
The fundamental problem of 
oroviding living facilities for 
Canadians in future would not be 
how to finance the housing, hos 
pitals, schools, roads, waterworks 
sewage systems and so on.
“It will be, rather, one of de 
elding what proportion of a grow 
ing national income should be 
devoted to the building of those 
things which only the commun 
ity can provide and of develop­
ing the best possible fiscal and 
administrative arrangements to 
make that decision effective.’ 
HELPFUL LULL 
The possibility of demand for 
new housing levelling off during 
the next few years “ may present 
an excellent opportunity to make 
some headway with slum clear­
ance and urban renewal — to 
launch a determined attack on 
urban blight before the high birth 
rates of the early post-war years 
are reflected in a sharp new up­
surge in family formations
Another field where capital 
construction could show a contin­
uous rise during the next 25 years 
was in e d u c a t i o n ,  influenced
partly by more students staying 
longer in schools and universities.
In all considerations of urban 
development, however, final solu­
tions would depend to an im­
portant degree on provision of 
adequate finances. Until problems 
of municipal finance were satis­
factorily dealt with, “limited pro-
Auto Financing
BOARD AND ROOM FOR ONE 
man. Non-drinker. Phone 6500.
191
FINANCING A CAR? BEFORE 
you buy, ask us about our Low 
Cost Financing Service ^ith 
complete insurance coverage. 
Carruthers & Meikle Ltd., 364 
Bernard Ave., Kelowna.
184, 185, 186,'196, 197, 198
LADY CANVASSERS WANTED 
to make appointments for large 
company. Must be free to travel. 
High earnings guaranteed. Trans­
portation provided. For inter­
view phone SO-8-5633 before Tues­
day, April 8. 186
HIGH SCHOOL BOY 
or YOUNG M A N  
to  Deliver Papers 
to Stores
for approximately two hours in 
the afternoons on days of pub 
lication. Car supplied. Avail­








W A N T E D  




Vernon Rd„ 3 miles from Kelowna 
Phone 8433
Your old Adding Machine 




1427 Ellis St. Phone 3504
211
WANTED TO BUY — 14-16 FOOT 
boat or runabout with motor. 
Must be in top shape, particularly 





253 Lawrence Ave., Kelowna 
Telephone 2346
No claim bonus on Automobile 
Insurance
200
IRRIGATION PUMPS A N D  
Motors for sale—50 hp motor, 
.800 rpm, 440 wiring, 1,200 gal­
lons per minute, 125 ft. head. 
Switch and starting Compensator, 
Valves. Reducers; 25 hp motor, 
440 wiring, 600 gallons per min­
ute, 100 ft head, 4“ steel pipe. 
Contact Todd Hill Irrigation, 
RR No. 2, Kamloops, B.C.
187
Boats and Engines
FAST 18-FT, V8 POWERED 
SPEEDBOAT, completely equip­
ped ,in excellent condition. Full 
price for quick sale, $2200,00 
Phone 6349 eves. 191
LIMITED OPENINGS











Up to Arc 35
Enquiries from Ex-Servicemen 
Welcome 
, ^  APPLY
r o y a l  CANADIAN AIR FORCE 
RECRUITING OFFICER
R elo w n a  a r m o u r ie s
e v e r y  WEDNESDAY 
or write
845 Seymour St,. Vancouver 2. 
R,C,
BUILDING LOTS — 68’ x 118’ 
Contact Mr. Leo Donhauser 
Rutland. Phono 7.181. 191
FULLY MODERN TWO BED­
ROOM bungalow, full basement 
with extra bedroom. APPly WIO 
Glenmore Rond. 188
IVi STOREY THREE BEDROOM 
home, 800 Wolsele.'’ Ave, Open for 
offers. Phone 6935, 187
Position Wanted
m a n  w il l  DO ANY KIND OF 
repair work on house, or build 
fences, etc. Phono 4503, tf
r e l ia b l e  LADY WILL LOOK 
otter children hour, day, week. 
Phono 4JMS9. 167
e x p e r ie n c e d  ElixrTRlC and 
Acetylene Wcldclp would like em­
ployment. Avollsble Iramcdlotcly. 
Phone 4685'i 188
Wantod To Bant
WANTED TO REtTr AS GOING 
concern' dairy or mixed farm 
Apply Box 34, Princeton. B.C.
163, 8̂4, ]18Qter$oa Av«>
Property For Sale
10 ACRE FARM AND THREE 
room house. Phono Winfield ‘2564.
1̂ 7
gross only is likely to be made.’’ 
For greater economies in rural 
communities the commission sees 
the need for continued consoli­
dation of small areas into the 
larger, centralized school fed by 
wide-ranging buses; into larger, 
centrally-administered health re­
gions, hospital districts and so on.
Northland W on't Have 
Big Population Centres
OTTAWA (CP)—It would take 
the “ruthlessness of a Peter the 
Great to plant any large centres 
of population’’ in the Canadian 
Arctic, says the Gordon royal 
commissioB on Canada’s eco­
nomic prospects.
The northern wilderness “will 
continue to dwarf whatever en­
croachments are made on it" al­
though there will be important 
economic developments there in 
the future, the commission adds 
in its final report made public 
today.
It makes no specific recom­
mendations concerning economic 
development of the Arctic, con­
fining itself to general observa­
tions.
Increasing demands for the 
products of Canada’s forests and 
mines or for hydro iwwer would 
probably lead to major develop­
ments as transportation and other 
b a s i c ,  investments are made 
throughout the northern parts of 
the provinces. The next few dec­
ades would transform much of 
this area.
“Itis less possible, however.
to be satisfied that these dy­
namic forces of growth will reach 
beyond the 60th parallel in suffi 
cient .strength to ensure the same 
degree of expansion in the Yukon 
and Northwest Territories. . .
“Our hesitation in forecasting 
such a development in the near 
term is not based on any reser 
vations about the extent of the 
resources of these territories.
“It stems rather from the 
abundance of the resources of the 
northern hinterlands of the prov­
inces, from British Columbia to 
Newfoundland. Where there are 
comparable resources in these 
areas, earlier development may 
be expected for the very reason 
of their greater proximity to 
market outlets.
“ Industrial operations in the 
Yukon and Northwest Territories 
have been largely limited to those 
situations where the exceptional 
quality of the resources have 
been sufficient to absorb any 
economic disadvantages of oper­
ating in the region and of long­
distance transportation to com­
mercial markets.’’
By JAMES BACON
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — The 
slaying of Johnny Stompanato by 
Lana Turner's 14-year-old daugh­
ter must have most of Hollywood 
—and the world—asking:
How can a known underworld 
figure become the boy friend of 
a top movie star?
"It’s all my fault, It’s all my 
fault,” one close friend quoted 
Lana on her daughter Cheryl’s 
predicament.
Four times married and di­
vorced—and with numerous boy 
friends in between—the 38-year- 
old actress saw in handsome 
J o h n n y  excitement and new 
kicks.
It may be hard for people un­
familiar with the town to com­
prehend, but Hollywood can be 
dull for movie queens.
MAN SHORTAGE 
Many a beautiful actress has 
to sit at home nights for the 
simple reason that t h e r e  is a 
drastic shortage of eligible men.
Sexy Barbara Nichols, an un­
married actress who came here 
from New York, summed it up: 
“Sure, I’d like to get married, 
but every interesting man I’ve 
met out here is cither married or 
spoken for.”
Lana met the 32-year-old Stom­
panato soon after her rift with 
Lex Barker, former screen Tar- 
zan who was her latest husband, 
Beverly Hills Police Chief Clin­
ton Anderson quoted her:
“My first contact with John 
was a telephone call I received 
from him about a year ago 
didn’t recall ever having met 
him or having seen him before 
but he m e n t i o n e d  mutual 
friends.
“After that he called at Inter­
vals for two or three weeks, 
wanting to come over for a drink
Gordon Commission Sticks To 







OTTAWA (CP)—A charge for 
sewer service is one method sug­
gested by the royal commission 
on Canada’s economic prospects 
by ‘ivhich municipalities might ob­
tain more revenue.
The commission’s final report, 
made public today, also suggests 
municipal vehicle tax or an 
assured proportion of provincial 
motor vehicle revenue as in Al­
berta. In the western province, 
municipalities receive each year 
50 per cent of the Alberta govern­
ment’s revenue from gasoline tax 
in the previous year.
The commission proposes “ that 
the municipal real property tax 
be given rather less work to do" 
and that it be made payable in 
monthly instalments instead of in 
annual lump sum. Thus
Building Materials
BUYING LUMBER
For all your building needs 
Lumber - Sash - Plywood 
Insulation.- Cement - Bricks 
Paints - Doors - Floorings 
Buy local — Buy at 
WM. IIAUG & SON 
1335 Water St. Phono 2066
205
ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD 
for all Building Supplies. Special 
Izing in Plywood. Contractors 
Enquiries Elicited. Phono or 
Wire Orders Collect, 3600 E 
Hastings St., Vrtneouver, B.C 
GLcnburn 1500, 205
Gardening and Nursery
OTTAWA (CP) — The Gordon’ 
royal commission on Canada’s 
economic prospects has stuck to 
its guns concerning one of its 
most controversial recommenda­
tions.
In its preliminary report in 
January, 1957, the commission 
suggested federal financial assist­
ance for persons in the Atlantic 
provinces who might want to be 
relocated in new jobs elsewhere 
in the region or in other parts of 
Canada.
This recommendation — sug­
gested only as a last resort and 
only in certain cases—met much 
criticism and became a political 
issue.
Prime Minister Diefenbaker, 
during his 1957 and 1958 election 
campaigns, linked commission 
chairman Walter Gordon with the 
Liberal party and contended that 
the only Liberal solution for prob­
lems of the Atlantic provinces 
was to move Maritimers to other
or a chat. Ho kept pestering, and 
I finally accepted a date with 
him.”
VICTIMIZED WOMEN
Los Angeles police reports on 
known underworld figures say 
that about Stompanato:,
"He acquaints himself with fe­
males of wealth. He courts them, 
and after he is deeply involved, 
borrows, money and never repays 
the loan.’’
Meeting Stompanato was easy 
for Lana. Getting rid of him was 
not.
That’s what led to the violent 
arguments climaxed Friday night 
in the stabbing.
Cheryl, fearful for her mother’s 
life after hearing threats from 
Stompanato. strode up to him 
and rammed a brand-new kitchen 
knife, razor-sharp, into his right 
side.
'  A post-mortem showed that the 
knife blade had penetrated the 
liver, aorta and portal vein, caus­
ing a massive hemorrhage. The 
youngster, described by Ander­
son as frozen with fear, then 
calmly pulled out the eight-inch 
blade and laid it on a nearby 
coffee table.
COHEN IS FRIEND 
Carmine Stomoanato. the vic­
tim’s older brother, arrived to 
take the body back to Woodstock, 
111., for burial. Ex - gambler 
Mickey Cohen, for whom the 
younger Stompanato once worked 
as a bodyguard, expects to fly 
there for the funeral.
Meanwhile, Cheryl remained In 
a juvenile home pending a hear­
ing Tuesday in a Santa Monica 
court.
Jerry Gic.sler, famed filmland 
lawyer retained by Lana, said he 
will argue that the slaying was 
justifiable homicide, and that 
thus no trial is necessary.





In its final report issued today 
the commission again suggests 
that, failing all other measures, 
some Maritimers, particularly 
coal miners, might want to be 
relocated for better economic op­
portunity.
The commission says there Is 
a distinct possibility that the la­
bor force of the Nova Scotia coal 
industry will be considerably re­
duced during the next few years.
“We suggest that on economic 
grounds alone, having regard to 
the amount of the present (coal) 
subsidy, there would be every 
justification for paying the full 
amount of the transportation costs 
of all the members of any fam­
ilies who may be willing to move 
to other parts of Nova Scotia or 
elsewhere in Canada; for assist­
ance in the provision of housing: 
and for training for other occu­




streamlined, it might prove 
more flexible and efficient instru­
ment in the hands of local gov 
ernments.
The commission notes that 
m a n y ,  Canadian municipalities 
now charge for water on a cost- 
of-service basis, with .individual 
bills determined by meters
What the citizen pays is no 
longer a tax, but an economic 
price for a particular service 
There seems no real reason why 
sewer service should not be sim­
ilarly c h a r g e d  for, with the 
amount of service provided being 
determined by the amount of 
water consumption.” '
Tlic commission at another 
point says: “Undoubtedly, the
debt position of some municipal­
ities gives good grovmds for con­
cern. Blit provided no pinjor re­
cession lies ahead, the total muni­




280 Bernard Ave. 
Members of the Investment 
Dealers’ Association of Canada
Today’s .Eastern Prices




Rails 101.52 -j- .85
Utilities 74,32 .20
’i'oronto
Industrials 421.57 — .05
Golds 78.58 -f- .13
Base Metals -f .10
Oils 124.58 — .44
OILS AND GAS
Bid
NOW IS THE TIME
to order your water lillles. Sec 
iis or phone Shelley’s Pet Sup­




Meal family homo In the country 
situated on five acres qf very 
good vegetable land. House has 
t h r o e  bedrooms, llvlngroom, 
kitchen and bath, 220 wiring, full 
plurpbing. Several fruit > trcca. 
Artesian well. Good garage and 
chicken house. Full price $6,- 
000.00, $3,000 cash, balance easy 
terms.
JOHNSTQN &  TAYLOR
REAL ESTATE AND , 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Deniaril Ave.. Radio Bnlldlns 
Phono 2848
Evcnlnca 2975. 4454 or 2912
If
TONS OF GOOD MANURE. Mi­
nimum delivery ton load at $5.00, 
Phono 4116, ' 191
ROTOTILLING AND PLOUGH 
ing done. Phono 3104. tf
POLICE VETERAN
WINNIPEG (CP) -  Sgt. Oliver 
Matheson, who retired , from the 
city police force March 31, joined 
the force in 1014 and recalls the 
days of the hor.se-drn\vn paddy- 
wagons. In those days he worked 
12 hours a day, seven days a 
week, and says "I thought I was 












PUPPIES' FOR SALE—Reglst- 
cred German Shepherd, pvipplcs, 
7 weeks old.NWritc Mrs. K., Mc­
Donald, 850 liorno St., Kamloops. 
B.C. 188
NEW 3 BEDROOM HOME, base­
ment ond cnritort, 3 plcco bath- 
loom, oak floors and iilo. Full 
price 110,500.00.' terms. 883 Pat
189
Fur Bearing /Uiimals
25 CII1NCHIU.AS FOR SALE -  
Pedigreed stock. Reason for sell 
ing, ill health. Any reasonable 
offer accepted. F. R. Lewis, 
HR No. 1, Kelowna. Phono 6341
167







1 Insertion ------ per word 34
S consecutive 
insertions ...... . per word 2y^t
0 consecutive Insertions
or more ............ per word 24
Clasalfled l^lsplay
One Insertion ------— l.$l,12 Inch
1 consecutive
Inscrttons . .....   1.05 Inch
S consecutive lAscrttons 
or more ........  ,09 Inch
ClaealOcd Cards
I count lines daily .>.$ 0,00 month 
Daily for 0 months 8.S0 month
^ c h  addttlonol line .  2.00 month 
Jne Inch dally 17.00 month
Jne Inch























Ind. Acc, Corpn. 30V«
Inter Nickel 71%




Ok. Hoi. Pfd. 9%
Powell River 30%
A, V. Roe 13%
Steel of Can. 53%
Walkers 26
Woslon “A” 24








































McColl - Frontcnac 
Pacific Pete
BONDS
B.C. Elec 5%-77 
Homo on 5-71 
Inland Nat. Gas 
5%-77 103
Kelly Doug.







































All Cdn Comp 5,98 6..50
All Cdn Dlv. 5,12 5.57
Cdn Invest Fund 8.09 8.88
Grouped Income 3,24 , 3,54
Or. Inc, Accum 4,28 '4.68
Investors’ Mut 9,45 10.22
MINES
Bid Asked 
Cons Denison 12% , 13%
Oimnnr 14A4 15
Hudson Bay 4()% 41 Vt
Nornndn 39% 39%
FirELlNI<»
^  Bid Asked
mtn Gas 14 14%
Inter Pli)o 42 42%
North Ont. Gas 10',4 II
Trans Can Pipe .. 2«%
Que, Nat 27Tii 23%
Trans Min. 45% 47'%
Westcoait V.T.. 23 22%
About 1,500,000 white voters of 
both sexes will choose a govern­
ment April 16 to preside over the 
destinies of a country with about 
11,000,000 natives, coloreds and 
Asiatics who have no real say 
in choosing those who sjiall rule 
them.
What the voters in South Af­
rica’s general election will have 
to decide is whether the Af­
rikaans - speaking Nationalist 
party with its apartheid (racial 
segregation) policy shall con­
tinue in power for a third con­
secutive five - year term, or 
whether it shall be ousted from 
power in the Capetown Parlia­
ment by the English, - speaking 
United party.
As a result of the general elec­
tion in 1953, the Nationalists 
were returned to power with 94 
seats in a House of Assembly 
with 156 elected members. They 
got 598,296 votes. The United 
party, with only 22,222 fewer 
votes, won 57 seats.
Though there is a handful of 
Labor and indeoendent repre­
sentatives in the House, the real 
struggle is between the “Nats” 
as they arc cryptically known, 
and the “U.P.”
WHITES OUTNUMBERED 
The battle in which they have 
joined issue is a reflection 
of the “inner apartheid” which 
many regard as the tragedy of 
South African politics. For the 
fact is that while they both main­
tain that the 3,000,000 white 
people in the country must re­
tain supremacy over the other 
races, who outnumber them by 
nearly three to one, they dis­
agree on how this should be 
done.
The main underlying election 
Issue this year, as In the past, 
is apartheid. Ti\e Nationalists 
want racial compartmcntatlon, 
while the United party speaks of 
racial discrimination “with jus­
tice.”
Apartheid Is being practised in 
many ways, the latest example 
being the passage of legislation 
last year to give expression to 
racial segregation in churches. 
The auestlon of apartheid in uni­
versities now is being consid­
ered by a royal commission.
But the real tost of apa/rtheld 
has been in the economic sphere 
and United party supporters, ns 
well ns many Nationalists, feel
that here the policy has found­
ered.
POSITION CHANGED
Seriou? - minded Nationalists 
have said the original conception 
of apartheid is breaking down.
There is Nationalist talk of 
“separate constitutional develop­
ment” and the creation of Negro 
and white states with provision 
for the controlled presence of 
other racial groups.
There is also talk of "parallel 
development” to maintain the in­
dividuality of the various race 
groups while admitting their in­
ter-dependence.
Even H. ,F. Verwoerd, minis­
ter of native affairs and archi­
tect of apartheid, recently has 
been forced to admit the Inter­
dependence of Negro and white 
in their policies.
During this election campaign 
the Nationalists have shown a 
desire to "soft-pedal” apartheid 
and ply the line that those who 
do not vote for them are against 
a “white South Africa.”
But while there may be Na­
tionalist doubts and hesitations 
atout the working out of apart- 
held, the United party has none.
n & g T
ROOM AND BOARD By Gene Ahern
with a 
check-up 







701 Leon Ave,, Kelowna, B.C.
'I CCME0VERTDA5< VCU 
A FASO?, OlP RV.!... 
MY BiWHEK-lN'LAW 15 
£5DNrTD0F£NUPAPlZ?A 
COUNTER AN' HE SmP I 




BUT I'M AS, flat 
AS A COOKIE RlNI 
HAD TO A\AKE a 
LAR5E INSURANCE 
PAYMENTANP 
\  MEET THE INC0\\£ 
'  TAK. First 
N̂STALUTENT?
iW  rrs ufjCAmv ^
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HEALTH COLUMN t o
Treating Young Children 
Stricken W ith Diabetes
N. Bundesen, M.D.
children Is often
SPACE GLIDER LAUNCHED FROM TRACK
This Is a drawing of a hyper­
sonic rocket glider that would 
be launched into space from a 
sled platform on a rail two 
miles long. The rocket, accord­
ing to U.S. experts, would at­
tain an altitude of 200,000 feet
at a speed of 15,000 to 18,000 
miles per hour. The "slingshot” 
method of launching would 
save the large amount of fuel 
needed for a tail-sitting rocket 
to get it off the ground.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. JAY BECKER 
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THe bidding:
South West North Bast '
.14  2 4  2 4  Pass
Opening lead—king of hearts.
The declarer’s course of play is 
frequently shaped by the line of 
defense the opponents adopt.
West won the king of hearts 
and shifted to a trump. South 
would have been happy to give 
up two club tricks for the privi­
lege of ruffing his third club in 
dummy, but when West switched 
to a trump, this plan had to be 
abandoned.
It seemed very likely that West 
had the ace of clubs as part of 
his two heart bid. 'There was 
therefore considerable danger 
that a heart and three clubs 
would be lost. Since the chance
of ruffing a club in dummy had 
been ruined by the trump shift. 
South had to look elsewhere if 
the contract was to be made.
So declarer went along with 
West’s idea of leading trumps 
He took three rounds of spades.
South next cashed the K.Q of 
diamonds. When both defenders 
followed suit, the contract be­
came ironclad. ’The jack of dia­
monds was then led and over­
taken with dummy’s ace.
Now came the queen of hearts 
from dummy and declarer allow­
ed West to win the trick as a 
club was discarded. It was the de­
fenders’ second trick. West was 
on lead but could do nothing to 
prevent the contract from being 
made.
If he cashed the ace of clubs. 
South could immediately claim 
the rest of the tricks. If he led 
a heart instead, declarer would 
then lose only one more trick 
since the heart lead, whether the 
jack or a small one, was bound 
to create a heart trick in dummy 
on which a club loser could be 
^scarded.
South’s play is noteworthy on 
two counts. He recognized the 
power of dummy’s Q-9-8 of hearts 
and took the fullest advantage of 
them. •
Also, he played the diamond
Diabetes in ---------
more diftlcult to treat than It la 
in the middle-aged or elderly. 
This is because it presents special 
therapeutic problems which can 
make things rather difficult for 
both the doctor and the patient.
For one thing, most diabeUc 
children are undernourished 
when the disease is discovered. 
Diebetes usually strikes children 
rather abruptly, and the sycnp* 
toms are generally more severe 
than in adult cases.
d a n g e r o u s  in f e c t io n s
Dangerous infections occur 
more readily in young diabetics. 
Their nutritional needs are 
greater than those of adult pa­
tients, and these needs change 
constantly.
That’s why many physicians 
recommend that a child with 
diabetes be hospitaUzed during 
the time when both he and his 
parents are being indoctrinated 
in the changes which must be 
made in his life and his'care in 
general.
SAME g e n e r a l  DICT
Many young diabetics can get 
along pretty well on the same 
general diet that non-diabetic 
youngsters eat.
Such a diet should provide 
enough calories to meet growth 
and activity needs of the indi­
vidual child. It should also be 
rich in protective foods and it 
should have a fairly high pro­
tein content.
Sugar, and all foods contain­
ing sugar, of course, should be 
eliminated from the diet..
I’m not going to suggest a 
menu because each child re­
quires an individualized diet. 
You can’t base food require­
ments on age and sex alone; you 
must consider the build of the 
youngster, his rate of growth 
and his physical activities.
As for insulin, many young 
sters are sensitive to it, yet most 
diabetic children require more 
than one injection a day. Un­
modified insulin at the rate of 
0.5 to 1.5 units per pound of body 
weight is generally given three 
to four times a day during the 
early stages of the disease. 
Gradually the dosage is de­
creased.
A young diabetic must have 
good living habits and he must 
establish them during the early 
stages of the disease. He_ must 
eat good, healthful food in the 
proper amounts at regular times;
must follow his doctor's advice] 
about physical activities.
. One more Important point; A 
voung diabetic must avoid emo­
tional crises whenever possible.
He must learn to adjust him­
self to a relatively quiet, peace-| 
ful way of life.
q u e st io n  a nd  a n sw er
D.T.;I am 70 years old and 
have a severe rupture. What do 
you recommend as a cure?
Answer: A rupture or hernia 
usually can be treated adequate­
ly by surgery. Even at your age, 
successful operations are per-1 
formed with little risk.
However, if there is some phy­
sical impairment that would I 
make an operation risky, the 
hernia might be helped by in-1 
jection treatments.________
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VICTORIA (CP) — A torpedol 
bomber that once blasted sub­
marines out of the sea has 
switched its attack to dropping 
death on the spruce budworm, the 
most-wanted killer of the forest.
A Grumman Avenger, carrier- 
based sub-killer of the Second! 
World War, flew over nearby! 
Patricia Bay airport, spraying 
out water in a demonstration.
It was Canada’s first military 
aircraft to be converted for com-1 
mercial spraying, or agricultural 
ues. The plane was converted by 
Fairey Aviation Company of Can-1 
ada Limited at its plant here.
The plant pioneered the idea! 
and won approval from the fed­
eral transport department.
’The bomb bay has been re­
placed by a 600-gallon tank and 
where machine guns were once! 
mounted there now are 50 noz­
zles. ’The nozzles shoot out spray 
as the plane flashes over at 180 
miles an hour. It can unleash a 
full load of insecticide on an area 
of forest in three minutes, then! 
come down for a refill.
Last year, Grumman Avengers 
leased from the United States! 
were used to spray 156,000 acres! 
on northern Vancouver Island for 
the B.C. Loggers’ Association.
The forest biology, laboratory 
later estimated more than 3,-j
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’This will be a good period in 
which to expand some mental 
effort in an attempt to save 
yourself physical latior. ’Try to 
devise some new routine which 
will save you time and effort, 
and quite possibly, money.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY 
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
the stars indicate that you can 
look forward to thih new year in 
your life with confidende and 
optimism if you capitalize on 
every available opportunity.
innate, ambition and
portant to keep a diamond entry 
in dummy, but it was at the 
same time essential to exhaust 
West of diamonds so that he 
would have no convenient exit 
card when he was put into the 
lead.
should not be difficult. ’The main 
point is to be alert so that you 
will recognize advantages as | 
they present themselves.
Be prepared for some un­
usually stimulating social activ­
ities during July, September, 
November and December. Ro-j 
mance and travel will be favor- 
ed in June and August, and fam-1 
ily matters will be under gener­
ally good aspects for most of! 
1958 and early 1959.
A child born on this day will 
be artistically inclined, enthu­
siastic and extremely resource-] 
ful.
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30. Water god 
(Dabyl.i
SI. English king 
34. Writing fluid 
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BELIEVE IT OR N0.T By Ripley
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code letters are different
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NATION EDGES NEARER U .S A  SAYS GORDON
THE DAILY COUSIEB 
TOES.. APRIL 8, 1858 8
(Continued From Page K (rise in Canada's economic wcll- 
dian trade *ith Britain. But It'tieing may place new power in
would be “ unrealistic,'’ he said 
Board, designed to expand Cana-
ularly In the U.S., would lead to 
a "more than a 50-pcr-cent in­
crease in the produc»‘on of lead 
and copper; almost a doubling in 
the production of nickel and zinc; 
a fourfold increase in the produc­
tion of aluminum; and more than 
a fivefold increase in the produc­
tion of iron ore."
The service industries—shops, 
laundries, entertainment, insur­
ance, real estate—would absorb
her hands.
“Those who built this country 
to not recognize the great diffi- showed by what they did that 
culties in achieving s u c h  a they believed itS economic future 
twitch. ,: was not entirely beyond their
A i ' to 'whether Mr. Dicfen-; power to control . . . The nation 
baker’s pro|x»sal would harm!now is much wealthier than it 
Canada's export chances in the:was then and can perhaps afford 
U.S., the question had been “ an-to  concern itself more than they 
swered" by the March 31 elec- could with the proix-r distribution
tlon rosult.s, Mr. Gordon saic .̂ !of wealth rather than with its ere-145 per cent of the country’s labor 
EMPTY COUNTRY ation" ’force. Automatic processing ma-
W h l l e  predicting population COUNTRY’S GUIDE | chines would do away with much
i;rowth and economic expansion. I Tlie guide for Canada's future, ,of the country's tedious officcitake action to reduce the impact
the commission anticioated that the commission believed, was a|work but would create a demandjof American control over Cana-
Canada in 1980 will still be a rel-!-spirit which expressed confidence,for new types of workers. idian industry. Perhaps this could
atlvcly ernptv country, particu-'in being able to mould the coun-j The weight of Canada's fishjbe done by allowing Canadians 
larlv in the north. itry’s future to the desires and^catch would increase by some 60;to buy certain portions of the
Tito north would ,be the scene'purrxjses of Canadians within per cent by 1980 and the marketistock of American subsidiaries; 
of “ imrx)rtant economic develop-'economic reason. values of this catch would makelby having those subsidiaries pub-
ments" but it would take "the “The general prosperity also, an “even fa.ster" gain. jlish financial statements so that
ruthles-sncs.s of a Peter the Great|often conceals the fact that, both; Secondary industries would ex-jCanadians could see how they 
to plant any large centres of jxji>- in the cities‘and in the country, pand and to encourage this thejfared: and by having Canadians
“on the other hand such opti­
mism could be falsified if tech­
nological changes of a revolu­
tionary kind requiring production 
on a scale too large to be eco­
nomical in Canada were to be in­
troduced in the U.S.”
In time, Canada might become 
less vulnerable to the impact of 
American recessions. Fbr many 
years what happened in the U.S. 
in the way of recession and un­
employment w o u l d  be trans­
mitted to the Canadian scene.
It was up to the government to
on the staff of senior manage­
ment and on the boards of dircc- 
to’'s
Various limitations on equity 
investment by life insurance com- 
oanics and trustees of estates 
might be lifted to allow these 
groups to invest more in stocks 
and so increase Canadian parti­
cipation m the country’s develop­
ment.
But above all else the trovern- 
ment had to make sure Canada
LOCAL AND DISTRICT
I l̂l*
ubtion there" there me manv Canadians with; government should allow them a
“ Even much further south the income.  ̂ insufficient for their,fast write-off for tax purposes of 
population is very thinlv snread. needs. In spite of higher wages.[their costs for machinery, equip- 
The farming arca.s in Saskatch-|there arc still families with tooiment and buildings, 
ewan, for example, have been ilittle money to bring up their Combines laws should be modi- 
losing population steadilv and in;children decently. In spite of so-|ficd to make it easier for produc- 
manv districts if now Is so far cial security jjieasurc.s and thc'tion to be concentrated among 
between one farm home and an-’efforts of charity, there are still fewer manufacturers, thus en- 
othcr that it is difficult to pro-"Id people slowly dying in backjeouraging mass output and lower 
vide all the services and amcni- bedrofims on which the rent is production costs, 
tics that are rcpui '̂c' .̂ long overdue." t More processing of Canada's
" . . .  Beeauso of the difficulty The 500-page renort predicted industrial raw materials may be
of the country there is still no that in the field of general pro-'done at home. But here the com- ............................ ......  .........
good road ae'-os.s Canada and al- duction, agriculture will grow mission injected a note of cau-|(ought inflation and unemploy 
most all Canadians motoring more slowly than most other eco-iion. |ment. Cyclical budgeting had to
from Eastern Canada to the|nomic fields and probably the; . . We should always re-:be followed. Taxes had to be cut
DIRECTS SHOW
Federation W rit Delays 
Union Dispute Hearings
Hearing for a writ of prohibi- Pending the outcome of this 
tion, vt’hich, if granted, would, hearing, the boitrd has post­
prevent the Labor Relations ’ poned indefinitely the hearing 
Board from proceeding with the j scheduled for today in Kelowna, 
Teamsters' application to dcccr-iThis hearing wa.s'to have dealt 
. tify the Federation of Fruit and'with the Teamsters’ applications 
j  Vegetable Workers' Unions has for FFVWU decertification and 
been adjourned until Thursday. I other matters.
This was firsi announced Mon-| Mr. Leckie, Vho described the,
P^hibition writ as “just another 
agent for the tFVWU and later stall." opined that the LRB hcar- 
confnmcd by D. R. Lockie, an i„g would probably be around the 
official of the rival Teamsters ^nd of the month.
.....J local.
“This is the third time wc 
have had to take the board into
Vernon M an Dies 
Following Crash
VERNON, B.C. (CP)-Louli 
Robert, about 40, died in hospital 
following a car accident here 
Sunday.
'Thomas Michells, driver of tha 
car, was hospitalized with a  bro­
ken collar bone.
U.S. Files Appeal 
Against Eaton In 
Huge Tax Case
Prairies have to d i p  down!main problem of farming will bo;member that many of Canada’s 
through the U.S,” to avoid over - production. It;customers in other countries usu-
Thc^ north was important but'warned against "any and every i ally have alternative sources of 
Canada world reap greater prof-j measure that might stimulate the! minerals open to them. If we 
its from industrial and tcchnolog-jtendency toward over-production'"'
leal changes than from trying to 
deliberately “press the physical 
frontier further north."
As for the growth in Canada’s 
population, this was small when 
related to world growth. By 1980, 
the world’s population is esti­
mated to climb to 3,730.000,000 
from the present 2,700,000,000.
Yet the commission felt the
a n d  in consequence, depress 
average incomes of Canadian 
farmers.”
It expected also that forestry 
industries will not fully match 
growth of the economy generally 
though the future for mining 
would tell a different story. 
50-PER-CENT INCREASE
Bigger export markets, partic-
FRIENDLY LETTER TO FOLLOW
Jaycees To Seek Out 
Premises
“Beautify B.C. by beautifying 
your own community!"
That is the slogan of the scores 
of Junior of Chambers of Com­
merce in B.C. as the province 
celebrates its centennial year. 
Every Jaycee club in the prov­
ince is making an extra special 
effort to have the, community and 
district it represents do a real 
clean-up, paint-up job.
They point out that thousands 
more visitors are expected in the 
province than ever before and it 
Is "imperative that we in B.C. 
look our best this year.”
In Kelowna the Jaycees are 
busy drumming up their best an­
nual clean-up campaign yet—all 
under the general chairmanship 
of Tommy White.
CITY CO-OPERATES 
The city of Kelowna has prom­
ised its- full co-operation and 
other neighboring municipalities 
and the district are expected to 
do the same.
The Kelowna Jaycees are push­
ing three main phases. for the 
1958 campaign which runs from- 
April 15 to 30. They are:
1. Installing litter, cans be­
tween Oyama and Peachland.
The Kelowna Little Theatre’s 
centennial presentation “Love 
Rides The Rails” or "Will the 
Mail Train Run Tonight?” 
which will be presented to­
night and tomorrow nifeht on 
the stage of the Empress 
Theatre is under the direction 
of Alice Winsby, well-known 
actress and director.
Mr. Kanestcr, in announcing 
the latest development in the
ih rS uo rem e“ c m .rr  t r “sto»“ “it dispute between the two fac- ,  ^IINCINNATI (CP)-The United
industry, said that the Federa-’ . **' appeal in a multi-mil-
tion was busv preparing a brief tax case involving Cy- '>i|i
to be presented to the Board of!*’"® S. Eaton, Canadian-born U.S. ’ ' 
Industrial Relations, protesting '
from exceeding its jurisdiction 
Mr. Kanestcr claimed.
2. Arranging for pickup by city 
garbage. trucks of refuse and 
debris.
3. Running a poster contest in 
the city and district high schools.
The Jaycees will make a tour of 
the city this coming weekend, 
and it is likely that, as a result 
of the inspection tour, some busi­
nesses and householders will re­
ceive a friendly letter from the 










Comedy Drama in Color 
George Nader, lulie Adam.s, 
Sydney Chaplins, Marianne 
Cooke, Elsie Martinelll, 
Grant TVilliams, Gia Scala
COMING —  
Wednesday and‘Thursday 
April 9 and 10 
. DOUBLE BILL
'THE WRONG M A N "
Gfihic Drama 
Henry Fonda, Vera Miles 
A1.SO —
"PHANTOM OF THE 
RUE MORGUE"
lloiror Drama 
Karl Malden, Claipde 
Dauphlnc, Patrlela Medina
(Continued from Page 1) 
bumper crops year after year 
while there are substantial sur­
pluses elsewhere in the world. 
GUARANTEED MINIMUM 
It suggested the board say in 
advance how much wheat ,it an­
ticipated accepting for delivery 
in a crop year and guaranteeing 
minimum payments to farmers 
based on this estimate. Thus pay­
ment for undelivered grain might 
attime s have to be made.
This suggestion, the commis­
sion said, a s s u m e d  that the 
board’s advance judgment of 
market possibilities would help 
farmers plan their production 
and assure wheat producers a 
miflimum income.
Adjustment of farm organiza­
tion and operation to future eco­
nomic conditions would require 
“rather more generous credit ar­
rangements than now are avail­
able.”
Repayment of long-term loans, 
such as mortgages, should be al­
lowed over periods of up to 40 
years and for up to five or six 
years on shorter-term loans.
AID RELOCATION 
Other suggestions:
1. Relocation of Prairie farm­
ers in areas where crops have 
been con.sistently poor over a 
number of y e a r s ,  possibly 
through limitation of the number 
of years a farmer can receive 
government assistance such ns 
under the Prairie Farm Assist­
ance Act and, instead, assistance 
to move elsewhere.
2. For the difficult task of set­
ting support levels high enough 
to prevent distress and yet low 
enough to prevent ovcr-produc 
tlon, a board of full-time mem 
bers should be appointed to rec 
omincnd ho w  the nssi.stnnce 
should bo provided — either by 
purchasing products when prices 
fall below (he .supiiort level or 
through deficiency payments to 
bring return.s to the level.
4. Federnl-provinclal co-opera­
tion In better use of land, includ­
ing credit facllitlc.s to finance 
consolidation of u n e c o n o m i c  
small farms into larger ones and 
assistance to those who wish to 
relocate in other areas or indus­
tries.
5. Capital woiild bo better used 
in most circumstances to finance 
new technological dcyclopmcnts 
to increase agricultural output of 
land currently in use than for 
large - scale irrigation projects; 
scattered s m a l l e r  irrigation 
.schemes might prove n greater 
insurance against drought than a 
huge one, which might result 
mainly In oyer production.
should bo unreasonable in our de­
mands that further processing 
operations be undertaken in Can­
ada. we might find out customers 
would look elsewhere for their 
supplies.”
MORE TO U.S.
An increasing share of these 
minerals were forecast to flow to 
the rich U.S. market. By 1980, 
the over-all value of Canada’s 
mines, smelters and refineries 
was estimated to rise to $5,000,- 
000.000, almost triple that of 1955.
In the field of energy, the com­
mission reiterated its recom­
mendation that a national energy 
authority be established to be 
responsible for development, ex­
port, import and consumption of 
all energy forms.
But it also went a step further, 
suggesting that Canada reserve 
the Montreal market for western 
oil if U.S. policies prevent Cana­
dian crude from reaching its na­
tural American m a r k e t .  The 
Montreal market now is supplied 
from foreign sources.
Indeed, Canada’s relations with 
the U.S. pervaded almost the en­
tire commission report. Of the 
total $13,468,000,(KH) foreign in­
vestment in Canada in 1955, 
$10,289,000,000 came from Ameri 
cans.
"The book value of Canadian 
companies in which a controlling 
interest is held in the U.S. ac­
counted atfthe beginning of 1955 
for 68 per cent in the chemical 
industry, for 95 per cent in the 
automobile and parts industry 
and for 45 per cent in the pulp 
and paper industry: and all of 
these percentages have been in­
creasing.”
LIVING STANDARD LOWER
Average Canadian living stand­
ards were between 25 and 30 per 
cent below those in the U.S. In 
time this gap might narrow, but
and federal spending increased 
in times of depression; taxes had 
to be boosted and surpluses built 
up in times of inflation. 
POUTIC.AL PROBLEM 
'Phis, the commission agreed, 
was a political problem. Uov- 
ernments could be booted out if 
the voters disliked tax increases.
To help in this field, a body of 
economic advisers could be set 
up, similar to the economic ad­
visers to President Eisenhower. 
The job of this body would be 
to advise the federal government 
oh economic policy to bo followed 
and to publish reports from time 
to time.
In other fields, the commission 
had this to say;
1. Canada’s d e f e n c e  burden 
likely will remain heavy for the 
next two or three decades. Her 
chief contribution would be in air 
defence.
2. Canada should maintain a 
stable immigration policy “even 
through periods of mild reces­
sion” to stimulate" national eco­
nomic growth. Obtaining of suit-
ENGINEERS
(Continued from Page 1) 
heavy cables on each tower which 
will connedt the counterweights 
and the lift span.
At the present time, the coun­
terweights weigh around 265 tons 
each, according to Mr. Lauriente. 
But after the lift span is floated 
into jiosition and the cables con­
nected, the counterweights will be 
filled with cast iron blocks that 
would raise the weight to around 
300 tons each.
THREE SPANS 
Currently there are three gaps 
in the bridge. The concrete pon­
toon section is receiving finishing 
up touches and after that needs 
only the asphalt surfacing 
One of the gaps will be filled by 
the lift span. Once the lift span 
is taken from the CNR wharf and 
put into position. Dominion Bridge 
then will begin erecting the steel 
span for the west side of the lake 
that will connect the pontoon sec­
tion to the causeway.
A similar span will then be put 
together by Dominion to bridge 
the final gap between the lift
Red Cross Flag 
Proclaims Drive 
Quota Reached
the exemption of fruit and vege­
table workers from the provi­
sions of the Hours of Work Act.
This is in line with a resolution 
passed at the annual convention 
of the PVderation held in Pentic­
ton in February, which petition- 
Red Cross flag was flown from <̂  ̂ minister of labor to cease 
the city’s flag pole atop the Citv and vegc-
HaU late last week indicating: industry from the coverage
mission accomplished! Hours of Work Act.
The March financial drive in'HARDSHIP UNNECESSARY 
the city and district, pressed by' Mr. Kanestcr also said that 
the Kelowna and district unit of “executive officers, business
the Red Cross Society, was a ‘ agents and members of the Fcd- 
success. icration feel that in view of the
Just how much more than thejorcsent unemployment situation, 
quota of $11,2(W -— the largest:improved facilities for the hand- 
quota of any city in the Okana-jling, storage, packing and trans- 
gan—has been realized won't bo:portation of fruit and vegetables 
known until the final tabulation is with resultant reduction in man­
hours per pack, it is no longer
able immigrants would be tnade.gpgjj gjjjj the eastern (Kelowna) 
more difficult if this policy Rue- gjjd of the pontoon section, 
tuated with every minor eco- while the structural work Is 
nomic shift., orange in color now, it is only a
3. The railways should be given primary paint coating that sub- 
a federal subsidy to lift the “bur- sequently will be painted alumi- 
den’? caused by the low Crows num, according to Mr. Gough. 
Nest Pass freight rates on ex- Steel railing on the pontoon, 
port-bound grain. Planes, inland'however, will remain green as 
shipping and trucks should pay | they are painted now. 
a higher proportion of the cost of 
facilities they use, such as air-i
fields, canals and highways. r a r c l I T S f  IG aC nB rS
4. With much of the $100,000,- _
000,000 for new housing and r l 3 n  LO nVGntlOII 
kindred projects to go into ex-1 
tending and revamping existing Officials of
cities, greater attention should beP^® Canadian honie and school 
paid to over-aU community plan- federation and theWashington congress of parents
" c  A tax or teachers will be among 600
fh® 36th annual B.C.an assured proportion of^^^^^ Parent-Teacher Federation Con- 
vehicle revenue,^ which opens here Wed-charge for sewer service, woulaj__ ^
help municipabties obtain more nesday.
completed.
With the Conquer Cancer Cam­
paign currently in full swing (the 
drive goes all through April) the 
Red C!ross officials have ex­
pressed the hope that the com­
munity and district will give “ this 
worthy cause the same support 
which they gave the Red Cross.” 
CANCER DRFV’E 
Chairman of the Red Cross 
drive this year was G. A. Elliott. 
Virtually every organization In 
the city and district participated 
in canvassing.
L. R. Stephens, president of the 
local Red Cross branch, said in 
an official statement; “ I am 
grateful to the people of this 
community who, in spite of many 
other calls upon them, have given 
us such loyal support.
“I also appreciate the work of 
the voluntary canvassers and the 
press and radio, without whom 
such an accomplishment would 
not have been possible.”
necessary to impose the hardship 
of long hours at straight time on 
workers in this industry.
"The time has come, the Fed­
eration believes, for fruit and 
vegetable workers to receive the 
same benefits of the Hours of 
Work Act as now enjoyed by all 
other workers in B.C."
The filing, in the 6th circuit 
Court of Appeals, signified the 
government's intention of pro­
ceeding with Us appeal against a 
U.S. tax court decision last April 
which rejected an internal rev­
enue service claim that Eaton 
and William R. Daley, his part­
ner in a Cleveland investment 
firm, owed $1,960,500 in back in­
come taxes.
Tlie court also throw out a com­
panion claim that a Canadian 
corporation they owned—Consol­
idated Premier Iron Mines. Lim­
ited of Toronto—owed $2,587,000 
in back taxe.s and penalties for 
not filing U.S. tax returns.
Tlie claims arose from the de­
velopment of iron ore deposits in 
the Steel Rock Lake area near 
Atikokan. Ont.
FAMILIAR CLOCK
PETERBOROUGH, Ont. (CP) 
The Peterborough historical so­
ciety has asked federal authorit­
ies to preserve the clock in the 
old post office building, now be 
ing demolished.
SALT SOURCE
The Turks and Caicos islands, 
a dependency of Jamaica in the 
West Indies, have been a source 
of salt for centuries.
money.
CANADIAN SOLDIERS HAVE 
NEW PROBLEM -  SNAKES!
OTTAWA (CP)— Canadian^ serving with the United 
Nations Emergency Force in Egypt have a new problem— 
snakes.
Army headquarters has announced that some 100 
varieties of snakes have made an appearance with the ad­
vent of warm weather. Nine are reported to be poisonous.
Troops have been issue special instructions on how 
to handle snake bites and have built trenches around their 
tents to keep the reptiles out.
But the snakes aren’t all the soldiers have to worry 
about. They must also contend with scorpions, malaria­
carrying mosquitoes, rabid dogs, and the heat. It was 
110 degrees in the shade at Camp Rafah, Egypt, March 31.
Urges Labor And Management Adopt 
Golden Rule In Settling Disputes
Firemen Serve Notice On CPR 
Of 18 Percent Wage Demands
CHICAGO (CP)-The firenien’s I top union officers of Canada nnd |"°‘
An appeal to management and 
[labor to sit down around a con­
ference table and settle disputes 
in an amicable manner, was 
made by the president of the En­
gineering Institute'of Canada at 
a dinner meeting at the Aquatic 
1 last night.
Addressing members of the 
[Central B.C. branch' of the or­
ganization, C. M. Anson, of Mon­
treal, said the whole question of 
labor relations is in a state of 
flux. “Shortsighted policies of 
some industrial leaders of years 
gone by, have left us with a leg­
acy of distrust, difficult to over­
come, Misguided policies of some 
labor leaders, past and present, 
have similarly added to the dif­
ficulties to be surmounted,” he 
declared.
I GOLDEN RULE
Mr. Anson said practically all 
[labor contracts are negotiated 
under dufess. A contrast nego 




Certificates were issued to 175 
candidates, at the conclusion of 
the recent civil defence welfare 
reception courses held in Kelow­
na, Rutland, Westbank and 
Peachland, according to Major 
G. E. Morris, district civil de­
fence officer.
He also advised that test wel­
fare reception exercises now are 
being organized through the dis­
trict and will be carried out some 
time later this month.
Arrangements are also being 
made to conduct a civil defence 
wardens course and also a civil 
defence industrial plant protec­
tion course in Kelowna next 
month.
Major Morris said a test civil 
defence warning call was re­
ceived here from provincial civil 
defence headquarters, March 18, 
and that other periodic test warn­
ing could be expected.




YOUR PRESCRIPTION IS 
THE MOST IMPORTANT 
ITEM IN OUR STORE. 
THE DISPENSARY AT 
AT YOUR SERVICE IN 
LONG SUPER DRUGS.
Open 2 • 5:30 p.m. 
Easter Sunday and Monday
SUPER DRUGS LTD.
“Where All Kelowna Saves”
union has served notice on the the United States met here on
Oanadian Pacific Railway of a 
demand for an 18-per-cent wage 
increase, it was learned today as
parties, he claimed. 
The
, CENTENNIAL PROJECT
\ LONDON (AP» -  Britain and 
New Zealand are sending a .scien­
tific cx|ieditlon to retrace the 
route of natiiralLst Charles Dar­
win In southern Chile next Sep­
tember. The exiM>l(Utlon marks 
the centenary of Darwin’s work 
on (he ' Origin of the Specle.s."\
CATCIIIN GUP V
CANDO, Sask. (CP) -  Adam 
flirshfeld, while a war prisoner 
in England, mailed n letter on 
March 5, 194tt, to his wife In the 
German zone of Poland. I,ast 
March 14 the letter arrived here 
for the Hlrshfelds, who were re­







ROME (Reuters) — 'The Rome 
newspaper II Messnggero has 
published h loiter sent to Mus.so- 
lint in 1026 Containing o detailed 
description \of Anna Anderson; the 
woman who clolms to be Anas­
tasia, surviving daughter of the 
Inst Russian czar,
Tlie letter, pnenrthed by Italian 
foreign office archivists, was from 
the Italian ambassador In Berlin, 
the newspaper says. It conveyed a 
request "froip a representative of 
a friendly country" to allow Ml.ss 
Anderson to go to Italy for health 
reasons, although she only had n 
German |H)Ilco document.
The request had been made by 
someone who had been “ Interest­
ing myself in a person who la 
thought may bo the Grand Duch­
ess Anastasia, e s c a p e d  from 
the assassination at Ekntcrlnem- 
burg.”
Miss Anderson, theTetter added 
"gives ttu‘ Impression of having 
escniwd from a scene of horror 
which still terrifies her.''
The 57-yenr-old Miss Anderson's 
claim to be Anastasia now Is 
ticlng heard by a West Cermon 
<dvU coucL
the union-CPR die.sel issue,
Union officials said the demand Golden Rule by
was made on the CPR April 2. management “ I flnn-
It was a counter-move to the JY 
railway's announcement that It Is ^® 
to start laying off diesel firemenMnv 11 Tabor relations. The adoption of
The Brotherhood of Locomotive " f f "
Flremcn and Englncmen, It ®"® »̂®
understood, asked that negotia
weak, forever giving In to cx 
cessive demands, overlooking de­
liberate disobedience. It does 
mean that one must be fair, just 
and reasonable, that one must 
never reach a decision without 
knowing all the facts. Using that 
principle, once a decision is 
reached, one must be firm and 
steadfast."
" . . .  In our economy, we can 
have no argument against the 
right of a group of workers to 
organize themselves into a trade 
union of their own free choice, 
and to use that union as their 
representative to bargain with 
the employer for such working 
conditions as the industry can 
support," be continued. Mr. 
Anson claimed that recognition 
of workers’ unions should be 
given freely and willingly.
It is of utmost necessity that 
some system, embodying a sound 
and logical method of providing 
for a continuation of a successful 
industry on a firm foundation, 
free from all the threats of dis­
turbances, must be devised, and 
towards Its achievement the en­
gineers can make a substantial 
contribution," he said.
Mayor R. F, Parkinson wel­
comed the engineers on behalf of 
the city and later presented Mr.s. 
Anson with a City of Kelowna 
jubUec silver ten spoon.
ANNUAL
tlons on the propo.scd wage In­
crease start around mld-Aprll. 
As far ns Is known, no answer 
has been received from the Can­
adian Pacific.
The flrcmdn, battling to pre­
vent layoffs'of their membership 
by the two Canadian transcontin­
ental railways, already has made 
an 18-pcr-cent wage increase de­





’ VICTORIA (CP) -  Highways 
Minister Gaglardi has given his 
engineers an unusual set of or- 
ders—go back KW years.
Department engineers now arc 
scouting old ynids and ware­
houses throughout B.C, for every 
horse-drawn shovel and hand 
operated tool they con find.
Mr. Gaglardi wants the “mu­
seum pieces" for a display at 
the B.C. Inlcrnntlonal Trade Fair 
oiKining Mqy 1 InJVancouver.
The great pyramid of Cheops 
In Egypt. 450 feet high, Aprends 




chest of drawers, bed, 
fridge, fable, and 





' 6 : 3 0  p .m .
ALL VETERANS \V eLCOME
Many more items too numerous to\mention.
Vernon Rd., 3 miles from KclOwijia, Phone 84.13
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VERNON — Highway 97 North At City Limits ( 0
ENDS TONIGHT:
“HELL DRIVERS” — “MAGNIFICENT ROUGHNECKS”
PARAMOUNT PHONE3111
nUY BOOK TICKETS AND SAVE!
Now Showing —  Twice Nightly —  7i00^nd 9s00 p.m.
IC vary t i c k  o f  th o  o lo o k . .<t ^
E v e ry  b e a t  o f  y o u r  h e a r t .. n  
b r ln g a  th e  b i^  m o m e n t o lo a e r l.
I
t lm fo r t^ M U u r^ to n *
2 ?  Yo m a
•ivrlnf
GLENH FORD • VAN HEFUN 
F E IK M  FARR
A OOlUUplA nCTURf
rv,», MMItn Mint' $im4 m , rtf, HM«M H0«A0 0 MlW* wnt • aiUrtM t, WV» KfllMa
COMING THURSDAY —  *'STOPOVER TOKYO*
